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Issue 3 (05) 
Dolleczek (1887) on Fürst Liechtenstein’s 


New Artillery System.  
 


Translated by Digby Smith,  
 
[p290]  


Fürst Joseph Wenzel von Liechtenstein was born in Prague on 10 August, 1696; his father, 
Philip Erasmus, had been killed in 1704 as an Imperial field marshal. His mother, Fürstin 
Christine Theresia von Löwenstein-Wertheim, had him educated in the Carolinium in Prague and at 
the age of 19, he joined the Wehlen Dragoons there. In 1717 he took part in the campaign 
against the Turks and in 1725 he became colonel-in-chief of a regiment of dragoons (Nr 6 
DGS). In 1734 he fought in the campaign on the Rhine then became emissary in Berlin. 
Following the Peace of Vienna, he became ambassador in Paris, which service earned him the 
Knight’s Cross of the Order of the Golden Fleece in 1740.  
 
He fought in the Silesian wars and was almost cut down in a melee at Czaslau, on 17 May 1742. 
The Prussians had used 82 cannon in this action and Liechtenstein recognized that their artillery 
was superior to that of the Austrians.  


 
In order to improve the Austrian artillery, he drew up a memorandum, together with gunnery 
experts, which he presented to the Empress; she approved all his suggestions and in 1744 
appointed him General Director of the entire artillery forces of the crown. He worked tirelessly 
in this office and laid the foundations of all future improvements in the Austrian artillery. His 
services were all the greater, as when state funding ran low, he invested his own money to 
finance the work.  
 
In the campaign of 1746, he commanded in Italy and won the battle of Piacenza (16 June) 
against the Franco-Spanish army. Two years later, he inherited the family fortune and used 
much of it to finance his artillery research work. In 1751 he became ambassador in Brussels, in 
1760 governor general of Parma. He then withdrew into a circle of scholars and artists and 
died on 10 February 1772, aged 76.   


 
It is notable that Liechtenstein called upon several foreigners to help improve Austria’s artillery, just as 
Peter the Great of Russia had earlier used Austrian officers (Oberst Grag, Oberstlieutnant Duprez and Major 
Maresch) to bring the Russian artillery up to date.  
 


These foreigners included the Saxon Rouvroy (the Fire Devil), the Dane Alvson, the Prussian 
Schröder and the famous Gribeauval, from French service. These men worked together with 
certain Austrian gunners of equal talents, such as the two Feuerstein brothers and the Generals 
Feldern and Fischer.  
 
Liechtenstein made a special catch with the Swiss carpenter, Jacquet, who, despite having no 
technical training, had a knack, bordering upon genius, when it came to devising solutions to 
mechanical problems. This man improved all the machines in the artillery foundry in 
Ebergassing and introduced several new ones. Some quote him as being the inventor of the 
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horizontal gun barrel boring machine, while others attribute this to the Geneva blacksmith, 
Maritz.  


 
One of Liechtenstein’s main aims was to improve the training of the artillery; to this end he instituted an 
annual training camp at Moldauthein, near Budweiss, during which all aspects of firing drill, target 
practice, mortars, earthworks, laboratory processes and experiments were thoroughly practiced. For this 
exercise, he donated 50,000 Guilders each year from his own funds.  
 
The efforts of the two Feuerstein brothers also deserve mention. Their grandfather and father had served 
in the artillery, the latter distinguished himself at Vienna in 1683 and at the siege of Landau in 1704, 
where he saved the life of Archduke Joseph (later Kaiser Joseph I) at the cost of his own life. Feuerstein had 
four sons; one died as a child, one attained the rank of Stückjunker and the other two, Andreas Leopold 
and Anton Ferdinand, rose to be generals.  
 


Andreas Feuerstein was born on 15 November 1697, entered the artillery as a common 
Büchsenmeister, distinguished himself at Belgrade and was appointed Stückjunker. In 1731 he was 
promoted to Stückhauptmann and, after several campaigns from 1734 – 1757, to Oberst. In the 
battle of Prague (6 May 1757) he used his artillery to such good effect, that he was promoted to 
major general. Following the battle of Kolin (18 June 1757) and the defeat of the Prussians, he 
was again promoted, this time to Feldmarschallleutnant [FML]. He died, in retirement, with this 
rank on 4 March 1774.  
 
Anton Graf Feuerstein, born on 15 December 1691 in Prague, entered the Büchsenmeister 
company in that city at the age of sixteen and won rapid promotion, skipping some ranks, so 
that at the age of 31, he was Oberstückhauptmann in the artillery. As such, he toured the 
fortresses of the realm and the artilleristic chaos that he discovered on this journey, awakened 
in him the idea of launching a basic overhaul of the entire system. In the many minor 
campaigns from 1738–1753, in which von Feuerstein had fourteen opportunities to distinguish 
himself as an artillery commander, and in that latter year, he had reached the rank of 
Feldzeugmeister. For his technical expertise in the revision of the construction of Austrian field 
guns, he was awarded the title Feuersteinberg and was elevated into the ancient nobility of the 
Kingdom of Bohemia. In the diploma confirming this elevation of 19 January 1757, it stated: 
by virtue of his tireless efforts, he has raised the efficiency of the entire field artillery corps to a 
new level, to our great satisfaction. 


 


Independent Arm 
Another major feature of this era is the conversion of the artillery to a completely military organization, 
initially attached to the infantry, but as an independent arm in the Napoleonic wars.  
 
With their long trains of vehicles and their closely-guarded technical secrets, the gunners were now 
soldiers and were forced to develop their tactical awareness. As the reputation of the artillery grew, so 
did their significance and their employment on the battlefield forced all nations to increase their 
numbers.  
 
At the beginning of this period, there were 800 gunners (Büchsenmeister) in Austria and this number 
remained static until 1746. There now began a rapid expansion; in 1749 there were 1,000, in 1755 over 
2,000, in 1769 it was almost 5,000 and in 1772, at the time of Liechtenstein’s death, there were almost 
8,000 Büchsenmeister in the Austrian army. By 1781 it had risen to 10,500, in 1805 it was 16,000 and in 
1846, despite the many years of peace, there were 27,500 gunners. Thus, in one hundred years, the 
number of gunners had increased by more than 30 times.  
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Artillery Equipment 


Gun Barrels.  
[p292] All efforts during this period were aimed at making gun barrels lighter and thus the guns more 
manoeuvrable. By reducing the walls of the barrels, shortening them and removing all useless 
ornamentation, the weights of some of them were reduced by half.  
 
The sureness (accuracy) of the shot demanded the reduction of the windage in the barrel, which after 
the first systematic scheme of 1753, varied according to the calibre of the gun. So, in the case of 
cannon, it was in the ratio of 9:8 (iron calibre) and for a howitzer it was 8:7 (stone). For a mortar it was 
23:20 (stone). In the light of the improvement of casting techniques and in the production of iron shot, 
so the windage could be reduced and it was now expressed no longer as a ratio, but in absolute terms. 
The new pattern guns of 1811, 1820 and 1838 had windage of 2 (4.4 mm), which later were reduced to 
1 – 1 ½ (2.2 – 3.2mm).  
 
There was no effective alteration to the external appearances of the barrel. The Verstäbung (lettering 
DGS) was abandoned on some guns in 1832 (Tschaikisten and fortress guns), the others lost it in 1854. 
Only the two aiming bands remained until 1859, when the forward band was replaced with a roll-
shaped casting with a knob.  
 
More important was the introduction of the Angussscheiben (washers? DGS), which prevented the 
carriage from shaking, and their later extension, which permitted the introduction of parallel trails 
instead of the old, divergent style.  
 
In order to obviate the negative effects of the burning out of the touch holes, as far back as the 17th 
Century, separate touch holes of steel or copper had been introduced, but these do not seem to have 
been used too frequently, as in the early 1800s, the threading of the bronze cannon was ordered as was, 
in 1834, that of the iron barrels.  
 
The copper touchhole cores were inserted by a screwing machine and in 1838 Austrian Lieutenant 
Thies invented a machine for the replacement of touchhole cores. When Feuerstein introduced the 
lightened field guns in 1753, the nomenclature of artillery pieces was changed. The old and new 
designations may be seen below.  
 
OLD NAMES  NEW NAMES   
Regimentsstück 3-pdr field gun  
Falkaune  6-pdr field gun  
Quartierschlange  12-pdr field gun  
Viertel-Karthaune 12-pdr battery gun  
Nothschlange  18-pdr battery gun  
Halbe Karthaune 24-pdr battery gun  
 
This system remained in use until the end of the 18th Century, when the designation cannon was 
introduced. The old name of Pöller was replaced by mortar.  
 
 


Alteration in the Construction of Gun Barrels.  
As far as can be established from the files in the archives, these changes were introduced in the 
following chronological order.  
 
In 1744 When Liechtenstein assumed office in May 1744, he withdrew all the hanging mortars  and the 
1-, 2-, 36- and 48-pdr Falkonets, double Nothschlangen and full Karthaunen and a large number of mortars, 
that were no longer being produced. He only retained those mortars which had a cascable on the base 
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end. This was followed by the withdrawal of those odd 3- and 6-pdr iron field guns, of 16 calibre 
internal barrel length, the 10- and 60-pdr mortars and the 3-pdr field guns with 13 ½ calibre barrels.  
 
In 1752 the new guns, 3-, 6-, 12-pdr cannon, 7- and 10-pdr howitzers and the 12-, 18- and 24-pdr 
battery guns, designed by General Feuerstein were introduced. The battery guns were in two classes, 
long- and short-barrelled. There were also the 10-, 30-, 60- and 100-pdr mortars and the 100-pdr stone 
mortar. All these were of bronze, but there were also older bronze and iron guns still in service.  
 
In 1764 the 12-, 18- and 24-pdr medium battery guns were introduced; they had rounded ends to the 
bore and were fitted with an 8.7mm (4 Lines) angled touchhole.  
 
Until 1759 the long battery guns bore the crests and eagle as in former times; from 1768 and 1769 only 
the eagle and other decoration was strictly limited to those barrels cast on special occasions. On 


Liechtenstein’s mortars, the 
top ring was in the form of a 
roll, cast as a thread.  
 
From 1771 the so-called 
Versuchs-Comité (Experimental 
Committee) held regular 
sittings; in 1774 they altered 
the shape of the cascabel into 
an orb, flattened at the poles 
and the trunnions were 
decorated with Pratzen, which 
sat on a central band.  
 
[p295] 


Gun Barrel Plate. 


Fig 116 24-pdr battery gun 
1756; 


Fig 117 12-pdr defensive gun 
1838; 


Fig 118 7-pdr, short field 
howitzer, 1842; 


Fig 119 1-pdr Tschaik (boat 
DGS) gun 1832; 


Fig 120 3-pdr field gun 1750; 


Fig 121 7-pdr long field 
howitzer 1842; 


Fig 122 12-pdr light field gun 
(experimental) 1856; 


Fig 123 48-pdr coastal gun 
1859. 
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[p298] 
Fig 124 100-pdr bomb 
mortar 1757; 


Fig 125 30-pdr bomb 
mortar 1802; 


Fig 126 30-pdr bomb 
mortar 1859; 


Fig 127 10-pdr bomb 
mortar 1830; 


Fig 128 60-pdr bomb 
and stone mortar 1838; 


Fig 129 7-pdr shell 
mortar 1859. 


 


 


[p135] 
Fig 133 proposed oakum charge 
case ; 


Fig 134 12-pdr ball cartridge 1828; 


Fig 135 12-pdr shell cartridge 1848; 


Fig 136 old-style powder cartridge 
for the 30-pdr gun-howitzer 1836; 


Fig 137 cartridge for the 12-pdr 
mountain howitzer 1844; 


Fig 138 6-pdr drill cartridge 1857. 
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Liechtenstein’s guns.  
[p321] In the Silesian wars, Austrian field pieces were still of the old designs, awkward, lumbering 
monsters out of the XVII Century. The guns of other nations, Prussia and France, had been extensively 
modernized and now had much better agility and rate of fire. In the battle of Czaslau (Chotusitz) in 
1742, at which Prince Liechtenstein was present, the Prussian regimental artillery played a decisive role in 
their victory. Liechtenstein determined to modernize – and militarise - the Austrian artillery.  
 
The first change came with the lightening of gun barrels and carriages. Those Austrian troops which 
took part in the campaign on the Rhine against France were equipped with 122 light guns.  
 
In 1780 the short and medium battery guns were withdrawn and two classes of the 12-, 18- and 24-pdr 
iron siege gun barrels were introduced, which had been solid-cast and then bored out. New 1-, and 3-
pdr gun barrels were brought in.  
 
In 1783 18-pdr field guns were introduced, at the suggestion of FM Lascy.  
 
In December 1785 most iron Cöhorn mortars were sanctioned, which had a longer range than the 
older models. In 1786 new 8- and 16-pdr petards were introduced. From 1780 – 1812 there were 
experiments with new, iron fortress guns. In 1796 new 30- and 60-pdr hanging mortars, with conical 
chambers, were used at Mannheim. Following the Napoleonic wars, development concentrated on 
reducing the windage and minor constructional improvements.  
 
In the years from 1745 to 1750, Feldzeugmeister and Commander of the Artillery, Anton Feuerstein von 
Feuersteinberg, had developed his own system of light field guns. After exhaustive testing, they were 
introduced to the artillery in 1753. They included 3-, 6- and 12-pdr field cannon and 7-pdr field 
howitzers, all of which had been designed and built according to a common scheme.  
 
These guns – and the whole system – were soon admired by the Prussians; they were even more mobile 
than their own and they increased the number of guns with the army considerably.  
 
In 1748 the old aiming wedges were replaced with the Richtmaschine, or aiming machine; the cavalry 
pieces had their own aiming devices, first in the form of a ratchet rod, but this was replaced in 1826 
with a screw-driven mechanism, invented by the Fitter Wetzl.  
 
In 1756, the first year of the Seven Years War, the Austrian army took the field with 202 guns; next 
year, it had 362 and in 1759 it had 476 field guns and six 24-pdr siege guns. In the last year of the war, 
they used 540 field guns, of which about 80% were 3-pdrs. As the numerical strength of the army 
increased as well, a gun-to-man ratio of 4.4 field guns per thousand men was maintained.  
 
In 1759, Frederick the Great of Prussia had introduced the first horse artillery battery, which were 
decisive in winning the action at Pretsch on 29 October of that year. [11] 
 
By 1778, the quantity of heavy guns had increased. The three armies in the field (those of the Kaiser, 
Loudon and the so-called Army of Moravia) had 386,000 men, 59,600 horses and over 768 field guns, of 
which only 331 were 3-pdrs. There were 4.1 guns per thousand men. For the first time, the cavalry guns 
took the field in this campaign; there were 24x 6-pdr cannon and 8x 7-pdr howitzers. Each piece had a 
four-horse team, to attain a high degree of mobility. These were the brain children of General-
Feldzeugmeister Rouvroy. The crews rode on a cushioned seat on the gun trails (the Wurst), the gun 
commander was mounted and the first line ammunition supply was carried by (two DGS) pack horses.  
 


                                                       
11 Based on the guns which the Russians attached to their dragoon regiments DGS. 
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The planned establishment of the field army to be mobilized in 1782 foresaw 351,600 men and 60,000 
horses. The total artillery park contained 1,016 pieces, of which only 209 were 3-pdrs and of these, 160 
were in the light reserve. There were 2.8 guns per thousand men.  
 
It has been mentioned that 24-pdr field guns accompanied the army on campaign during the Seven 
Years War; in 1783, these were replaced by a modernized 18-pdr field, or position gun. They were used 
successfully in the siege of Berbir in the war against the Turks, 1788 – 1789. For this war, the army had 
542x 3-pdrs, 180x 6-pdrs, 58x 12-pdrs and 8x 18-pdr cannon, as well as 78x 7-pdr and 8x 10-pdr 
howitzers. There were also sixteen 3 (sic DGS)-pdr cavalry guns and 8x 7-pdr cavalry howitzers. There 
was also a siege artillery train of 40x 24-pdrs, 48x 18-pdrs, 40x 12-pdr cannon, 32x 10-pdr howitzers 
and the following mortars: 4x 100-pdrs, 24x 60-pdrs, 26x 30-pdrs, 6x 10-pdrs and the following stone 
mortars: 20x 10-pdrs and 12x 60-pdrs.  
 
Apart from these guns, there was the armament of the Danube flotilla. This consisted of 31 Tschaiken 
(half-galleys DGS), armed with 1- and 3-pdr guns), several gunboats and a 42-gun frigate; a total of 240 
guns.  
 
In 1774 the old Laffetentrüherl (gun carriage ammunition chest) was replaced on the foot artillery gun 
carriages by the Protzen-Munitionskästen or Protzkästen (limber ammunition chest), designed by Oberst 
Maurer of the artillery.  
 
Gun carriage wheels were 51 Zoll (Austrian inches DGS) in diameter, those of the limbers were 46 Zoll 
across.  
 
The iron attachments on the front of the gun carriages, into which the trail spikes were inserted, were 
removed in 1809. The other heavy iron fittings were only gradually reduced in size, as the original 
designers had been very conservative about their safety coefficients.  
 
Each Liechtenstein 3-pdr and howitzer had one two-horse ammunition wagon (four horses if the piece 
was to accompany cavalry) and for each pair of 6- or 12-pdrs, there were three such wagons. As of 
1759, the latter wagons had 4-horse teams.  
 
The tools needed to serve the guns (mop, rammer, trail spikes, muzzle plug, touch hole cap) were 
carried on the gun. The smaller items (picker, sight, quadrant, and the piercer with hammer, introduced 
in 1787) were carried by the crew.  
 
Apart from these items, there was a 7m tow rope (increased to 7.5 m in 1822), drag ropes with slings 
and advancing poles for the crew, powder ladle and bore-cleaner; the latter of which were no longer 
used on field guns since 1746. For unloading the gun there were the puller and the emergency screw 
and the Vogelzunge (bird’s tongue), which was used to free balls, which were jammed in the barrel.  
 
The Artillery Regulations of 1757 defined the normal gun crew as consisting of six Büchsenmeister, Nr 3 
of whom was the gun commander (Vormeister).   
 
He aimed the gun and inserted the fuze. Nr 1 inserted the round, Nr 2 rammed the round home and 
mopped out, Nr 4 fired the piece, Nr 5 helped Nr 3 aim the gun and Nr 6 controlled the issuing of 
ammunition.  
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[p326].  


Gunners tools:  


Fig 175 Emergency screw and 
extractor;  


Fig 176 Bird’s tongue (for 
extracting jammed cannon 
balls);  


Fig 177 mop;  


Fig 178 rammer for smoothbore 
barrels;  


Fig 179 hull-rammer for the M 
1863 gun;  


Fig 180 touch hole punch;  


Fig 181 hammer for touch hole 
punch.  


Fig 182 picker.  


 
 
 
 
 
 


Apart from this crew, there were the Handlanger (assistants), of whom, according to the size of the 
piece, there would be from four to twelve. These men were responsible for the unlimbering and 
limbering of the piece and its movement on the battlefield, by use of the aforementioned tools. In 
order to ease the work of these men, Generalmajor von Rouvroy invented the 7 m long tow rope, to which 
one of the team horses would be attached, to help pull the gun.  
 


 


Ammunition Loadings (1753 – 1854) 
 


Table 3: Austrian 1753 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 
Calibre and type of gun. Ball or shell Grape Canister Total Rounds 
FIELD GUNS   
3-pdr field gun 120 48 12 168 
6-pdr field gun 144 36 6 180 
12-pdr field gun 90 20 4 110 
HOWITZERS   
7-pdr short howitzer 100 - 20[12] 120 


 
  


                                                       
12 and 3 illumination flares 
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Table 4: Austrian 1788 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 
Calibre and type of gun. Ball or shell Grape Canister Total Rounds 
FIELD GUNS   
3-pdr field gun 132 36 8 168 
6-pdr field gun 160 34 - 194 
12-pdr field gun 70 42 - 112 
18-pdr field gun 56 8 64 
HOWITZERS   
7-pdr short howitzer 80 - 12[13] 95 
10-pdr howitzer 54 - 6[14] 64 
CAVALRY GUNS   
6-pdr cavalry gun 124 26 - 150 
7-pdr cavalry howitzer 62 - 15[15] 80 


 
Table 5: Austrian 1838 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 


Calibre and type of gun. Ball or shell Grape Canister Total Rounds 
FIELD GUNS   
3-pdr field gun 125 36 8 161 
6-pdr field gun 160 34 3 194 [197] 
12-pdr field gun 70 30 2 100 [102] 
18-pdr field gun 56 8 64 
HOWITZERS   
7-pdr short howitzer 80 - 16 96 
10-pdr howitzer 54 - 6 60 
CAVALRY GUNS   
6-pdr cavalry gun 120 26 4 146 [150] 
7-pdr cavalry howitzer 62 - 15 77 


 
Table 6: Austrian 1854 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 


Calibre and type of gun. Ball Grape Shells & 
shrapnel


Shells with 
Shrapnel


Canister Total 
Rounds


FIELD GUNS    
6-pdr field gun 156 24 2 180 [182]
12-pdr field gun 62 14 24 2 100 [102]
18-pdr field gun 32 8 16 - 56 
HOWITZERS    
7-pdr short howitzer - - 50 24 13[16] 74 
7-pdr long howitzer  50 24 12[17] 78 
CAVALRY GUNS    
6-pdr cavalry gun 50 14 4 64 [68]
7-pdr cavalry howitzer - - 18 6 15[18] 77 
 
  


                                                       
13 and 3 illumination flares 
14 and 3 illumination flares 
15 and 3 illumination flares 
16 and 2 illumination flares 
17 and 4 illumination flares 
18 and 2 illumination flares 
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In the 1793 campaign, 139 (1,390? DGS) guns were mobilized and in 1803 it was 1,800.  
 
The Austrian army in Bohemia in 1813 totalled 138,400 men and 394 guns at 2,9 guns per thousand 
men. They were organized into 58 batteries of which only four were 3-pdr batteries and two were 18-
pdrs. The latter were used at the bombardment of Erfurt, which was their only action; they were then 
kept in the depot at Montbeillard.  


Mountain Guns 
[p331] It seems unlikely that there were any special mountain artillery guns in the early years. Instead of 
this, the lightest artillery pieces were used; the 1-pdr cannon and the 2½-pdr howitzer.  
 
In 1793 the 4-pdr Piedmontese mountain gun was introduced as an experiment and four of these were 
used together with two Cöhorn mortars, in a mountain battery. This remained in use until 1800. It 
seems that 1- and 3-pdr mountain guns may also have been used.   


Rockets 
On 7 March 1808, the General Director of Artillery ordered Oberfeuerwerksmeister Mager to produce 24.5 
cm (2 Zoll) rockets, with iron-covered bodies. These were later test-fired on the range on the 
Simmeringer Heide and for several decades, Austria became the leading nation in the development of 
rocketry. The Austrian rocket company and their weapons were used in 1815 against the bridgehead of 
Hüningen, on the upper Rhine.   
 


Artillery Organization up to 1772.  
[p356] All artillery organizations of the realm were commanded by the General Director of the 
Artillery. From 1744 to 1772 this was Josef Wenzel Fürst zu Liechtenstein.  
 
The artillery was divided into the Haus-Atillerie [House Artillery] and the Field Artillery.  


The Haus [House] Artillery  
This consisted of the recruited guild Büchsenmeister and artificers, who were charged with the 
maintenance and security of all artillery items in the various arsenals and fortresses throughout the 
realm.  
 
Apart from these people, the House Artillery took in all invalid gunners; eventually, the latter became 
the sole source of recruits.  
 
The organization was divided into geographical districts, each commanded by a field artillery officer 
who was no longer capable of doing service in the field, or by such Büchsenmeister, who had gained 
promotion to that rank. If two officers of the same rank, one each from these categories, were present, 
command always went to the field artillery officer.  


The Field Artillery.  
This consisted of:  


 The Artillery Staff.  
 The Field Artillery Corps.  
 The Feldzeugamt (Ordnance Department).  
 The Rosspartei (Horse Party).  


 
The Artillery Staff.  
This was the command element of the field artillery.  


 The Oberfeuerwerksmeister (Master Gunner) commanded all technical training and laboratory 
procedures in the corps. Together with the professor of mathematics, he conducted all 
experiments.  
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 The Oberpetardirer (Senior Petardist) oversaw all matters relating to the construction and use of 
petards, but as these became fewer, he also assumed other management functions.  


 The Oberadjutant carried out the same functions as the adjutant of a regiment, but only in the 
tactical sense; he was the assistant to the commander. He also controlled all security duties.  


 The Wachtmeister-Lieutenant managed all the detailed aspects of guard rosters, ration re-supply 
and clerical duties. He was assisted by a Stabsoffizier-Adjutant.  


 The duties of the Chaplain, Field Auditor, Provost, Paymaster etc are self explanatory.  
 
The Field Artillery Corps.  
This organization consisted of the Mining Companies, the Büchsenmeister Companies and the Artillery 
Fusilier Regiment.  
 
The Mining Companies.  
These were responsible for mining operations in the attacking and defence of fortresses. They took the 
field as part of the artillery reserve and were responsible for the preparation of demolition charges and 
the storage and issuing of ammunition. In 1748 there were two such companies, which had increased to 
four in 1763 and formed a brigade. The staff of this brigade consisted of eight men: a lieutenant-
colonel, a staff lieutenant-colonel, an adjutant, a senior surgeon, three junior surgeons and a drum 
major. Each company had 119 men: a captain, a senior lieutenant, two mining lieutenants, two 
sergeants, a master miner, a quartermaster, eight leading miners, a junior quartermaster, a drummer, a 
fifer, twelve master miners, 20 senior miners and 68 miners.  
 
In 1772 the miners were taken out of the artillery and formed their own corps, with their own uniform.  
 
The Büchsenmeister Companies  
Formed the real field artillery; they provided the crews of the field guns and of the fortress guns. When 
Liechtenstein took over the artillery, there were about 800 Büchsenmeister; he soon had raised 33 
companies, most of which were in the field during the Seven Years War; only a few companies were 
left in those fortresses away from the area of operations.  
 
In 1755 the field artillery corps was divided into three brigades, each of eight companies. From 1763 
this was raised to ten companies each. Each brigade had a staff of four officers: a general or colonel as 
commander, a lieutenant-colonel and two staff lieutenant-colonels. None of these officers was allowed 
to be a company commander, in contrast to the custom in the infantry and the cavalry. These officers 
carried out weekly inspections.  
 
Each company had a captain as commander, a Stückjunker (lieutenant) as his deputy and two 
Altfeuerwerker. These latter supervised the technical work in the laboratories and the duties in the siege 
batteries. The duty Altfeuerwerker led the men onto the parade ground; the other officers then joined 
them. The men drilled on the guns twice a week and with small arms twice a week. Technical training 
took place in the winter, the Ober-Feuerwerksmeister (master gunner from the artillery staff) giving the 
tuition. Those Büchsenmeister who failed the annual exams through their own negligence, had to pay 
the Ober-Feuerwerksmeister 5 florins Lehrgeld (tuition fees).  
 
The NCOs and men of each company consisted of four junior Feuerwerker, who acted as sergeants, six 
or more corporals and from 60 to 72 men.  
 
The Artillery Fusilier Regiment.  
In the winter of 1757 – 1758 this regiment was raised, with the aim of providing escorts for the guns 
and to act as assistants in moving the pieces in the field. It had three battalions, each of eight 
companies, each of 116 men. The internal organization was as for infantry regiments. Even so, there 
were too few men for the tasks in the field and infantrymen still had to be detached to the guns, to 
make up the numbers needed. After the Peace of Hubertusberg, this regiment was reduced to one 
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battalion of six companies and in 1772 it was disbanded, the men going into the newly-raised three 
artillery regiments.  


The Feldzeugamt (Ordnance Department).  
This department was responsible for the administration of the mobile artillery materiel and for the 
production and procurement of the items within the range. It was responsible for all field guns and for 
the provision of siege artillery parks if required. A few drill guns were deployed to the field artillery 
companies. Department head was usually a staff lieutenant-colonel. The financial side of life was very 
complex and was handled by the Oberkriegscommissario. There was no permanent establishment; the 
numbers of officials required was dictated by the numbers of guns in use.  


The Rosspartei (Horse Party).  
The regulations of 1757 organized the Horse Party into troops of 100 horses, 50 grooms, two farriers, 
two saddlers and a junior wagonmaster, who commanded the troop. The health of the horses was the 
responsibility of several vets, who also had to instruct and supervise the farriers. All members of the 
Horse Party were mounted.  
 
Forage was provided by the Proviantmeister, saddlery and all horse-related articles by the Zeugamt. The 
Geschirrschreiber (clerks) were divided into three teams; one accounted for Horse Register and finances, 
the second looked after the accounts for the rations and forage and the third for materials and other 
items.  
 
Acquisition of horses took place in the presence of the Kriegscommissario; those horses found to be 
acceptable were at once branded with the imperial mark. It often happened in the field that the 
Rosspartei would be used for gathering forage; in these cases, the officers grooms would also take part.  
 
At the outbreak of the Seven Years War, the Austrian army needed 1,868 horses (excluding the cavalry 
regiments DGS), of which 96 were rented and were used to pull 26 rented wagons. In 1757 there were 
no rented horses or vehicles. The horse strength of the army had risen to 3,663. These were managed 
by 37 Wagenmeister, 74 saddlers and 1,944 grooms. Replacements averaged 10% p.a. In the three last 
years of the war, the field army had 548 guns and 1,147 wagons. The Rosspartei grew to over 60 troops, 
with 5,257 horses, 106 saddlers and 2,912 grooms. Among these wagons were 166 peasants four-horse 
vehicles; for the duration of the war, 664 horses, with their own drivers, were taken on.  
 
At the end of the war, the Rosspartei was – as usual – reduced to a peace-time cadre. In 1772 the 
organization and management of horse teams was taken from the field artillery and the Fuhrwesens-Corps 
(Corps of Drivers) was founded.  


Army Recruitment.  
At this time, the army replenished itself by recruiting; as there were many exemptions from military 
service liability (the nobility, townsfolk, land owners) this burden fell upon the poor (and uneducated 
DGS).  
 
Each community was told how many recruits were required and each then swept their parishes to fill 
that quota, as far as possible, with the worst drunkards, convicts, tramps and layabouts as they could, as 
long as these could pass the physical acceptance tests.   
 
The rest of the men required were hunted by recruiting parties; these, headed by a sharp old NCO and 
accompanied by bandsmen and armed with some money, roamed the area, enticing naïve young yokels 
to join up. If the recruiter could persuade the target to swear allegiance to the flag, the man was now a 
soldier.  
 
Service was for life. Even if sometimes sent on extended leave in time of peace, the soldier had to be 
ready to return to barracks whenever war threatened or annual exercises were to be held. It was normal 
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for whole regiments to be sold to foreigners and it was expected that if a regiment was captured, the 
men would swear allegiance to their captor’s sovereign.  
 
The majority of the other ranks of a regiment were thus a polyglot lot, without a home, or a sense of 
honour, held in check only by rigid discipline.  
 
Things were somewhat better in the artillery; the usual recruiting practices did not apply, volunteers 
came forward from a better class of people; citizens, craftsmen and many failed students. As artillery 
officers all came from the other ranks of the corps, it was possible for gunners to make real careers in 
that arm. The main source of recruits for the artillery was the soldiers who transferred across from the 
infantry and the cavalry.  
 
To be accepted into the artillery, a candidate had to be at least 171cm tall, strongly built, single, 
reasonably young, be literate in German and – if possible – a subject of the empire. Foreign deserters 
were not accepted.  
 
If  Büchsenmeister or corporal were to be promoted or discharged, it was the custom that he repaid his 
engagement bonus, so that a replacement might be recruited.  
 
Gunners who committed crimes, or were technically incompetent, could be transferred into an infantry 
regiment as a punishment.  


Rations and Forage.  
[p365] A private soldier’s daily ration entitlement was 1,1kg of bread, 0.56kg of meat, 1.4l of beer or 
0.7l of wine. A horse’s daily forage allowance was 3.3kg of oats, 4.5kg of hay and then the necessary 
bedding straw.   
 
Officers and senior NCO’s received multiples of these allowances according to rank. For example, a 
general of cavalry received 32 men’s rations and 50 horse’s rations; an artillery colonel received 18 and 
12 respectively.  
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Issue 3(04) 
The Influence of the French School 


on Siege Warfare in Austria 
 


Translated by 
Digby Smith 
January 2011 


 


 
Page 257. Caption to Fig 114. Attack on a fortress in the Italian manner, pre-Vauban. 


I and II (bottom of picture) elevated breaching batteries.  
III, IV, V, VI, VII, IX: general batteries, operating in pairs or threes.  
VIII and X (up against the extreme ends of the glacis) battery to counter enemy flanking  
fire into the trenches. a, a: redoubts at the ends of the contravallation. 


 
[p266] In the second half of the 17th Century, the teachings of French captain of engineers and later 
Marshal Sebastian le Prestre, Seigneur de Vauban (1633–1707) began to influence Austria’s thinking on the 
topics of fortress construction and their reduction by use of artillery bombardment. In the latter 
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subject, he taught the use of the ricochet shot and the more controversial bricole or off-the-cushion 
shot. This technique was used to engage a target hidden behind a substantial wall. The gunner used a 
high-trajectory shot, to throw the projectile against a wall behind the intended target. The angle at 
which the shot struck, was supposed to be such, that the projectile would bounce forward and down, 
onto the target. It was a very inexact science.  
 
He also taught that the besieging artillery should be organized into batteries specializing in the tasks of 
ricochet fire, dismounting fire, ‘skarpir fire [flanking fire DGS], breaching work, counter-battery fire. 
He also recommended the formation of mortar batteries. Vauban’s doctrine was taught (with minor 
modifications) as being the standard assaulting method to be used against fortresses.  
 


Vauban’s Normal Method of attacking a fortress.  
After securing themselves against sallies and circumvallation, the besieging force should open – usually 
by surprise and in one night – parallels against two faces of the fortress and communication trenches. 
The ends of these trenches were to be protected by redoubts.  
In these first parallels ricochet and mortar batteries were set up, which were effective at a range from 
500 – 600 m.  
 


 
Key to Diagram on page 267. Plan of Vauban’s Attack on a Fortress. 


BL – light mortar batteries. 
BS – heavy mortar batteries. 
D – dismounting battery. 
F – field gun emplacement. 
HR – howitzer ricochet batteries. 
KR – gun ricochet batteries. 
R – redoubts. 
S – stone mortar batteries. 
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At half distance from the invested fortress (200 - 300m) the ‘second parallel would be dug, with the 
third being dug at the foot of the glacis. This latter would be armed with dismounting, ricochet and 
mortar batteries. Connecting the three parallels would be communication trenches, which were cut in a 
zig-zag pattern. In most cases, half parallels would be dug between the second and third parallels, in 
which light and heavy mortars were installed. Similar half parallels were constructed (not dug) in the 
third parallel, armed with mortars, so that they oversaw the covered way, but were out of the range of 
hand grenades. These were called Laufgrabencavaliere (communication trench cavaliers) and they were 
designed to drive the defenders out of the covered way.  
 
Once this had been done, the Crown of the Glacis would be built. This was a well-built trench, well up 
against the glacis and would contain the breaching and counter-battery batteries, as well as weapons to 
fight down the defenders guns enfilading the trenches. This system would first be used to reduce the 
outworks of a fortress. Simultaneously, tunnels would be dug, to enable the attackers to enter the 
covered way and concealed storming gates, for the storming parties would be built.  
 
Once the outworks had been taken, the attackers advanced against the main fortress and repeated the 
process.  
 
If the defenders had a system of defensive mines, each offensive surface operation would have to be 
protected by the appropriate counter-mining operation. Such mining operations were also covered in 
Vauban’s system. The Austrian engineers welcomed Vauban’s system and used it on many occasions, 
with minor variations, against the Turks.  
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Section 1: 
Dolleczek  Austrian 15th to 19th 


Century Artillery  
 


by  
Digby Smith,  


 
Anton Dolleczek, (1887) Geschichte der Österreichischen Artillerie von den frühesten 
Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart, Wien [1]  
 
Dolleczek (1887) can be viewed at the “Austrian Literature Online” [ALO] 


http://www.literature.at/alo?objid=13437 
 
Anton Dollaczek was a captain in the 22nd Heavy Battery Division of the Austrian artillery and a tutor in 
the Artillery Cadet School in Vienna. The following English is a translation of selected sections of the 
original German texts, concentrating on the development of artillery technology from the 16th century 
through 1815 only. In each section, the start page of the original document is given, for ease of cross-
referencing to the German text.  
 
Nothing tests the battle-worthiness of the organization, doctrines, weaponry, tactics and strategies of 
any army better than war itself. We see, repeatedly, that defeats have led to the radical reform and 
successful resurgence of a defeated army and this is still as true today as it was in 1806, at the time of 
the dramatic collapse of the Prussian army at Jena and Auerstädt, to its resurgence in 1813. This book 
contains many ingenious examples of military technical innovation, that were years ahead of their time 
and will surprise many readers.  
 
Points raised in this book, which may be of particular interest are:  


1. The specialist status of gunners, almost as non-military wizards of a dark technology, in the 
early stages of this period.  
 


2. The major role played by Swedish King Gustav Adolph II in introducing revolutionary 
increases in the mobility and design of light field pieces, the screw-driven gun-sight, the 
combined charge-and-projectile artillery cartridge and a dramatically-increased rate of fire, all 
before 1631.  


 
3. The introduction of breech-loading cannon, early in the 18th Century.  


 
4. The Venetian artillery high school was opened in 1526. 


 
5. The introduction by the Austrians of centrally-produced plans for artillery pieces in 1716, to 


ensure conformity of manufacture, wherever in the realm that might take place.  
 


                                                       
1 A History of the Austrian Artillery from the Earliest Times to the Present Day 
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6. The accidental discovery by the Austrians in the 1730s, that gun barrels could be shortened, 
leading to dramatic improvements of the ballistic performance of the piece and to the many 
attendant bonuses of the resultant loss of weight of the whole gun.  
 


7. The introduction of quick-firing guns in Italy in 1702.  
 


8. The influence of the French Marshal Vauban’s siege warfare techniques on Austrian practice in 
the second half of the 17th Century.  
 


9. The advantages of Liechtenstein’s reform of Austrian artillery in the 1740s, including the 
innovative cavalry cannon and howitzer, for the service of which the crews rode on the padded 
seats (Wurst) on the gun trails.  


 
None of these things took place in an ideological vacuum; the ballistic experts of many other nations 
were all searching for similar improvements at the same time. Ideas and experiments generated more 
experimentation as they were studied all over Europe. No one nation had the monopoly of the 
development of artillery.  


Digby G Smith,  
Thetford,  


January 2011.  
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Issue 3 (06) 
Dolleczek (1887) on the Reorganization of the  


Austrian Artillery in 1772.  
 


Translated by Digby Smith  
 
[p369] After Liechtenstein’s death, his successor was the capable Feldzeugmeister and General Director 
of the Artillery, Franz Ulrich Fürst Kinsky, who completely reorganized the artillery so well, that it 
retained this form until 1850. The salient points of this reorganization were:  


 The miners brigade and the Rosspartei were taken out of the artillery 
 The artillery fusilier battalions were disbanded.  
 Field artillery regiments were formed.  
 Regulations for rations, recruitment and dress were modernised.  


 
At the same time, the traditional artillery rank titles were altered to comply with those used in the 
German infantry, whose organization was also adopted. The old and new titles are shown below.  
 
OLD TITLE NEW TITLE  
Oberstückhauptmann Major   
Stückhauptmann Hauptmann 
Stückjunker Oberlieutenant 
Altfeuerwerker Unterlieutenant  
 
Other titles were retained (Oberst, Oberstlieutenant, Oberfeuerwerksmeister) or were abandoned (Oberpetardirer 
tec). The Jungfeuerwerker became bombardiers, the Büchsenmeister became gunners. The Zeugsschreiber 
and Zeugsdiener became Munitionäre.  
 
The Artillery Fusiliers were taken up by the field artillery regiments and this led to some anomalies in 
rank and pay (because the fusiliers were not technically qualified DGS). Ex-fusilier captains became 
Capitänlieutenants. It was the same with the Feldwebels and Unterkanoniere, who became Unterkononier-
Corporale. The old gunner corporals now bore the title: Kanonier-Corporal and they, like the Bombardiers, 
could be promoted to Feuerwerker and Oberfeuerwerker.  
 
The imperial decree of 16 May 1772 reorganized the artillery into field artillery and garrison artillery. 
The latter now included the ordnance department, the technical departments of gunpowder and ‘salniter’ 
(saltpeter workers DGS) production.  


The Field Artillery.  
Each new artillery regiment had 16 companies and each of them now had a colonel-in-chief, or Chef. 
The peace and war establishments were the same and each regiment consisted of a regimental staff and 
four battalions, each of four companies.  
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The regimental staff included  
the Chef, the colonel commanding, three majors or Oberstlieutenants, a chaplain, an auditor, a 
paymaster, a regimental surgeon, 4 battalion surgeons, 8 junior surgeons, a drum major, 8 
musicians and a provost.  


Each company had  
a captain or Capitänlieutenant as commander (10 of the former, 6 of the latter), 1 Oberlieutenant, 2 
Unterlieutenants, 3 Bombardiers, a Feldwebel (company clerk), a quartermaster and an assistant 
quartermaster, 6 Kanonier-Corporale, 2 Unterkonanier-Corporale, a fifer, a drummer, 96 Kanoniere 
and 16 Unterkanoniere.  
 


A regiment thus had 2,154 men.  


The Garrison Artillery.  
This was the old Haus [House] Artillery, which now included the Ordnance Department. Its aim was to 
manage all artillery establishments and materiel in the fortresses.   
It was divided into twelve districts, later others were added.  


1. Vienna. This included the Ober-Zeugamt Directorate, the Zeughaus (main Materiel Depot), the 
Feldzeugamt (much the same functions as before) the foundry in the Wieden suburb, the depots 
on the Turkenschanze in Weinhaus, the depot at Schwechat and Steinfelden, the boring plant 
in Ebergassing and various smaller depots. There were also the small-arms plants in Vienna 
and Steyr, the personnel of the arsenal and the powder manufacturing plants 


2. Graz, which administered the outposts of Ljubljana, Trieste, Görz, Gradisca, Rijeka and St 
Vieth.  


3. Bohemia; HQ in Prague, outposts in Königgrätz, Eger, Theresienstadt and Pless (Josefstdt).  
4. Moravia; HQ in Olmütz, outposts in Brünn, Freiwaldau and Teschen.  
5. Hungary; HQ in Ofen, outposts in Pressburg, Szolnok, Raab, Komorn, Szegedin, 


Grosswardein, Munkacz, Kaschau, Trenscin, Neusohl, Nagybanya and Ungarisch-Altenburg.  
6. The Banat; HQ in Temesvár, outposts in Arad and Aliborav.  
7. Slavonia; HQ in Peterwardein, outposts in Esseg, Brood, Szigeth and Gradisca on the River 


Save.  
8. Croatia; HQ in Carlstadt, outposts in Carlopago, Kopreinitza, Petrinia and Zengg.  
9. Siebenbürgen; HQ in Hermannstadt, outposts in Carlsburg, Klausenburg and Kronstadt.  
10. Tyrol; HQ in Innsbrück, outposts in Kufstein, Ehrenburg, Freiburg, Günzburg, Roveredo and 


Trient.  
11. Netherlands; HQ in Mecheln, outposts in Luxemburg, later also in Antwerp, Nieuport and 


Ostende.  
12. Italy; HQ in Mantua, outposts in Milan and Pizzighetone.  
1. In 1775 the following districts were added.   
13. Galicia; HQ in Lemberg, outposts in Brody, Stanislau and Zamosc.  
14. France; HQ in Valenciennes, outposts in Condé, Landre and Quesnoy. His district was 


abandoned in 1794.  
15. Venice, in 1798.  


Formation of the Bombardier Corps.  
On 1 November 1786, each artillery regiment detached all its bombardiers to form this body, which 
assumed responsibility for serving all the howitzers, mortars and siege guns and manned the 
ammunition laboratories. They also manned the Bombardier School.  


Artillery Fusilier Battalion 
In 1790, the Artillery Fusilier Battalion was re-raised at eight companies. They carried out the same 
assisting role as before. In 1802 it was increased to 16 companies.  
 
In 1805, this regiment provided men to form the newly-raised Artillery Handlanger (Assistants) 
Battalion. In 1809, by dint of transferring infantrymen into its ranks, it reached a strength of 40 
companies. It was disbanded again in 1815, the men going to form the 5th Field Artillery Regiment.  
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Fuhrwesen-Corps (Transport Corps) 
In 1772 the Fuhrwesen-Corps (Transport Corps) had been established outside the artillery, but both 
organizations maintained naturally close relationships, particularly with the Artillery Transport Division.  
 
The Transport Corps was organized into teams (Bespannungs-Divisionen) of 400 – 500 horses under a 
lieutenant-colonel or a major. From 1788 to 1790 there were also Oxen Transport Divisions for 
Hungary and Galicia.  
 
In 1782 the number of such divisions rose to 96, of which some 50 were dedicated to moving ovens, 
military chests and HQ staff companies. The other 46 were dedicated to moving the artillery, with their 
1,006 guns and 1,838 vehicles. They had a total of 15,370 horses, with another 200 in reserve.  
 
The Fuhrwesen-Compagnien, which existed in peace-time formed the basis of the artillery transport 
organization in war. At time of mobilization, they went to the (pre-determined DGS) artillery depots, 
where they increased their strength to war establishment. Each groom was expected to care for two 
horses and there were 20% more (horses) in reserve.  
 
Provision of horses was regulated by a conscription system, put in place in 1781. In accordance with 
this system, when the annual conscription of men took place, there was a simultaneous exercise carried 
out to classify the local population of horses.   


Every owner of a classified horse was expected to place his animals at the disposal of the military, 
promptly and for the agreed price (when required DGS). The prices were 80 florins for an artillery 
Stangenpferd (wheelers DGS) for use with the infantry bridging, pontoon and oven trains, 65 florins for 
all other Stangenpferde and for middle and lead horses and 50 florins for riding and pack horses. Even so, 
especially fine animals, with a height of over 15½ hands, might fetch a price of 90, 100 or even 120 
florins. The owners of classified horses were allowed to change their animals for others if they wished, 
but they had to inform the relevant political authorities.  


Uniform.  
In 1772 the artillery adopted the deer red tunic (a change from the grey that they had hitherto worn 
DGS) and waistcoat with poppy red facings and yellow buttons. It was of infantry cut and the buttons 
bore either the regimental number (1, 2 or 3), or G (Garrison Artillery) or Z (Zeugsamt). The 
bombardier corps (raised later) wore a B on their buttons. The trousers were of white leather, the 
gaiters were black. They wore a Corsican hat, which was edged in gold (except for privates, who wore 
yellow) and had a black feather plume. In 1774 the style of the Corsican hat was changed a little, to 
become more like that of the Sappers. The artillery had white belts and now exchanged their 
Hirschfänger (artillery swords DGS) for the light sabre, as carried by the infantry since 1765. The 
Unterkanonier and the Unterkanonier-Korporal wore the infantry cartridge pouch and carried a firearm. 
Kanoniere carried their tool kits on a narrow white bandolier.  
 
The Fuhrwesen wore the same uniform as the artillery, but with yellow facings and waistcoat.  
 
The old hairstyle, with curls over each ear, was abolished in 1776; the hair was now combed straight 
back, powdered and greased and worn in a short pigtail, which was held in a cloth bag, to protect the 
uniform. The pigtail was abandoned in 1805.  
 
In 1779 the Corsican hat fell into disfavour, but was reinstated in 1798; in the meantime, the tricorn 
was worn. In 1785 further economy measures were introduced. The golden waist sash remained 
regulation only for field officers and generals; junior officers wore silk waist sashes. The gunners lost 
the gold edging to their hats. In 1798 field officers lost the gold embroidery to their waistcoats; all 
officers now wore white waistcoats. The plume in the hat was now black over yellow.  
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Issue 3 (03) 
Period III: Dolleczek – 30 Years War to Liechtenstein 


 


Translated by  
Digby Smith  


 
[p148] Due to the rapid introduction of hand guns, which had just taken place, the artillery had lost 
their air of magic and were challenged to regain their pre-eminence.  
 
This they could only do by improving the destructive capacity of their projectiles and improving the 
rate of fire of the guns. The first target was achieved by the introduction of exploding shells and of 
grape and canister; the second by lightening the piece, reduction of calibre and improved loading 
methods. But progress was slow; the infantry became ever more effective, the artillery faded into the 
background; the bigger guns were left in the reserve, except on special occasions, the light pieces were 
allocated to the infantry and became absorbed by them.  
 


The Innovations of Gustav Adolph 
The Swedish king, Gustav Adolph,[7] was especially effective in improving his artillery, as he had made it 
his goal to make his entire army light and agile. His lumbering artillery stood in the way of this goal; as 
it was essential to the army, he concentrated upon improving it. He began with the lighter calibre field 
guns and in 1625, after many experiments, he produced a light 6-pdr. It supposedly weighed only 625 
pounds (350 kg) but the barrel often split when fired. He also tested the leather cannon (1628 – 1631) 
together with a Colonel Hamilton, and eventually a light field gun was developed.  
 
It [the barrel DGS] was of iron, 1.5m long with sides of 14/16 and 7/18 thickness at the chamber and 
muzzle respectively. It had an angled touchhole and fired a 1.5kg ball, with a charge of third that weight 
of powder. The charge was contained in a linen cartridge. ‘Another projectile fired from this piece was 
the wooden grape cartridge. Both the ball and the grape container were attached to the charges by wire. 
This improved the rate of fire enormously and the gun could be loaded and fired three times before a 
musketeer could get off a single shot. [8] The gun could easily be drawn by two horses. 
 
Gustav Adolph sought to exploit this weapon to the limit by increasing the numbers of regimental guns 
with the infantry; each regiment had two or three such guns and there was also the reserve artillery, 
containing 6-, 12- and 24-pdr weapons. At the First Battle of Breitenfeld (17 September 1642), this 
artillery was decisive. At the Battle of Frankfurt am Oder (13 April 1631) there were over 200 guns with 
the Swedish army. This [successful] increase in the artillery-to-infantry ratio forced Gustav’s enemies to 
emulate him. After the events on the River Lech, the Austrians increased the number of their guns and 
at the Battle of Lützen (16 November 1632) Wallenstein’s artillery outnumbered that of the Swedes.  
 
For economical reasons, Gustav Adolph had the regimental guns crewed by detached infantrymen, 
which saved on the double salaries paid to the Büchsenmeister and the Schlangenschützen [gun crew]. This 
custom was copied by all other nations as was the entire Swedish system and many professional gun 


                                                       
7 (1594-1632 and r. 1611-32) Commonly known in English as Gustavus Adolphus, the Latinised form. [Editor] 
8 A musket might be fired at two or three rounds per minute DGS. 
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commanders were made redundant. Another competitor to the traditional artillery was the development 
in mining techniques.  
 
[p149] Following the end of the Thirty Years’ War, artillery faded again into the background due to the 
shortage of funds and changing priorities for governments. It was not until after the end of the 17th 
Century that a change occurred with the introduction of Field Marshall Prince Raimund Montecuccoli’s 
(1608-80) doctrine. Although not a gunner, he brought many improvements to the Austrian army, 
including the artillery.  
 


Artillery Material 
 


Table 2: Dimensions of Austrian Guns according to Michael Miethens (1683) Artilleriae 
regentior praxis, Vienna. [Dolleczek (1887) 153] 


 
  Bore Shot Length Charge Tube 


Weight 
Range 
(paces) 


Range
(m) [9]


Whole Karthaune (cannon) 48-pdr 198mm 194mm 17 cal
325cm 


11kg 5000kg 900 572m


¾ Karthaune (Double Snake)  
Columbrine;  


36-pdr 176mm 170mm 19 cal
323cm 


8.5kg 4200kg 1050 664m


½ Karthaune (mezzo cannon,  
double field snake);  


24-pdr 156mm 150mm 21 cal
315cm 


7kg 2800kg 700 442m


Whole Field Snake,  
Dragon, Emergency snake;  


18-pdr 144mm 135mm 29 cal
392cm 


4.5kg 3000kg 1000 632m


Quarter Karthaune  
(field snake, quarter snake);  


12-pdr 124mm 119mm 23 cal
274cm 


3kg 1500kg 800 506m


Half Field Snake  
(Sagro, Sackerfalk);  


9-pdr 112mm 107mm 35 cal
375cm 


2.5kg 1700kg 700 442m


Full quality falcon  
(Quarter  snake, pelican);  


6-pdr 105mm 95mm 26 cal
248cm 


2kg 1300kg 600 379m


Tapered falcon  
Falkaune;  


6-pdr 105mm 95mm 17 cal
162cm 


1kg 900kg 500 316m


Full regimental gun  
(double falconet);  


3-pdr 85mm 70mm 27 cal
189cm 


1kg 700kg 500 316m


Tapered regimental gun; 3-pdr 85mm 70mm 15 cal
105cm 


0.4kg 350kg 400 253m


Falkonet  
(Smiriglio);  


1-pdr 53mm 50mm 35 cal
175cm 


0.3kg 300kg 250 158m


Serpentine ½-pdr 
[10] 


28mm 26mm 39 cal
101cm 


0.1kg 120kg 150 95m


 
 


                                                       
9 Calculated by Dr Stephen Summerfield where 1 Schritte (Austrian Pace) = 63.2cm. 
10 Lead rather than iron shot 
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[p154]  


Fig 61 full quality ½ Karthaune, after Art. Reg. Praxis; 
Fig 62 full quality regimental Karthaune, after Art. Reg. Praxis; 


Fig 63 16-pdr stone howitzer, after Art. Reg. Praxis. 
 


Breech Loading Cannon 
[p154.] Breech-loading canon were found at this time only in fortresses and on ships; they were limited 
to maximum 6-pdr calibre, because the breech mechanism was too heavy to operate at larger sizes.  


Mortars 
[p156]  


Fig 64 200-pdr bomb mortar 
after Art. Reg. Praxis, Vienna 
1682; 
Fig 65 the same, in section, 
with loaded bomb: 


Fig 66 Schemel mortar 1640, 
Austrian Artillery Arsenal: 


Fig 68 60-pdr bomb mortar by 
Daun, with spherical chamber 
Austrian Artillery Arsenal: 


Fig 69 10-pdr bomb mortar with 
spherical chamber 1714 
Austrian Artillery Arsenal. 
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Producing Cannon Barrels 
[p157] In order to achieve uniformity of manufacture in gun parts, the Hofkriegsrath (Austrian Court 
War Council DGS) issued an order in 1716, that accurate plans of new weapons, complete with all 


dimensions, were to be sent to 
all weapons foundries within the 
empire.  This order was re-
issued in 1722 and it was also 
directed that any wrongly 
produced barrels were to be 
melted down and re-cast to the 
correct dimensions.  


 
[p162] Barrels were cast about a 
central plug; this was then 
removed and the barrel reamed 
out, on a vertical drilling 
machine, to the correct calibre. 
Touchholes were bored out by 
hand.  
 
It was only after the beginning 
of the 18th Century, that 
Stückgiesser [gun-founder] Keller 
of Kassel began to bore out the 
barrels of solid castings. 
Horizontal boring machines 
were only invented in 1739; 
vertical machines continued to 
be used in Austria until the 
beginning of 1820. Most guns 
were made of bronze.  


  


[p162]  
Fig 70 Vertical boring machine for reaming out gun barrels;  


after Esswein, Quellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffe. 
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[p168]  


Fig 71: Wooden cannon of the Tyrolean peasants, 1809,  
German Museum in Nuremberg. 


 


 
[p168]  


Fig 76: cross section of a leather cannon of Austrian construction1624.  
After Furtenbach. 


 


 
[p170] 


Fig 67: Bomb mortar on a sledge 1672; Burg Forchtenstein. 
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Gunner’s Tools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


[p171]  
Fig 73: Artillery tools and match stick, time of Kaiser Carl VI 


(1711 – 1740). Collection of the Imperial House: knife, two 
cane piercers, an awl, calibre cane, dividers. 


[p172]  
Fig 75:  Century match stick; Municipal 


Arsenal, Vienna. 
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Ammunition 
Canister and Grapeshot 


[p181] 


Plates of various canister and 
grapeshot cartridges 


Figure 72 Traubenhagel 
(grapeshot). After Miethen, 
1682.  


Figure 84. Korbhagel (basket 
shot), 1678.  


Figure 85. Büchsenhagel 
(canister), 1682.  This container 
could be made of wood or 
metal.  


Figure 86. Pouch cartridge for 
Geschwindstücke, 1702. (This 
combines the projectile and the 
charge).  


Figure 87. Büchsenkartätsche 
for field guns, 1767.  


Figure 88. Büchsenkartätsche, 
old style.   


 
 


 
 
Shells and Bombs  


[p183]  
Fig 89 Shell for a ½ Karthaune 
1620; after Fuchs, 
Büchsenmeisterei, Linz 1620: 


Fig 90 Shell for Böller with 
percussion fuse, 1678; Prague 
experiments: 


Fig 91 Shell for howitzer 1683, 
Oberstückhauptmann Miethen, 
Ars. Mag. Art. 


Fig 92 Shell (grenade) after 
Hälle, 1598; the original is in the 
Ducal Collection, Coburg. 
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[p186] Fig 93 Storm or firepot, 
XIII Century, Valturius;  


Fig 94 Clay hand grenade, XVI 
Century, after Reinhardt Graf 
Solms senior;  


Fig 95 Hand grenade with 
concussion fuse, 1650; after 
Siemonovicz, Ars. mag.  


Fig 96 Hail Ball, to explode at a 
pre-determined distance 
(Shrapnel), after Bruckner’s 
idea, 1685; Bibl. Hauslab.  


Fig 97 Deaths head with killer 
mallets. A projectile for ¼ 
snakes, 1650; after Siemonovicz.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
[p188] 
Fig 98 Partridge mortar 1700.  
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Incendiary Munitions 
[p191] 


Fig 99 incendiary bomb for 
the Little Lark 1500, after 
Glockenton and the 
Collection in Burg 
Forchtenstein; Fig 100 
exploding incendiary 1584, 
after Frontsperger; 


Fig 101 incendiary arrow 
after Siemonovicz; 


Fig 102 incendiary bolt for a 
crossbow, after Siemonovicz 
and the museum in 
Sigmaringen; 


Fig 103 cage of an incendiary 
device, 1670, after Miethen 
and thecollection in Burg 
Forchtenstein; 


Fig 104 Rain or Trench ball, 
1682, after Miethen Art. Reg. 
prax. ; 


Fig 105 Stone basket 1683, 
after Miethen; 


Fig 106 illumination ball 
1818, after Hauser, 
Waffenlehre Vienna 1818; 


Fig 107 powder bag or storm 
bag 1818, after Waffenlehre. 


 


 
 
 


 
[p193] 


Fig 108 Petard on a mounting board, Austrian Artillery Arsenal 
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Aiming Devices 
[p197] The aiming of smaller calibre pieces was done using the foresight, either the metal or an 
attachment. The latter was already known as the Visirstöckel [sight stick DGS] made of brass or wood 
and in various forms (see Figures 52 and 53). The Imperial Ambraser Collection has a large number of 
these devices and quadrants from the last centuries. It is noteworthy that many cannon had iron 
foresights cast into the muzzle ring.  
 
The main sight was the quadrant, mainly of wood, with a plumb line, and marked off in equinoctial 
degrees, or, empirical with points. The gun barrel was usually brought into the desired angle by use of 
wedges [Schusskeile] and conservative Büchsenmeister retained their trusty wedges a hundred years after 
the invention of the screw-driven sight.  
 
Range  
Following the introduction of the simplified loading system, rates of fire had increased considerably. It 
was considered good to have a high rate of fire with field guns, which led to the introduction of the 
aforementioned rapid fire guns [Geschwindstücke] at the point of the change of the 17th – 18th Centuries.  
 
The ranges achieved by cannon had changed little and Karthaunen and Schlangen were no longer fired at 
such high angles as before. In 1620, the Kerndistanz [average distance DGS] of lighter guns was 120–200 
paces; short-barrelled Karthaunen would reach 350–400 paces, the lighter, but long-barrelled Schlangen 
would reach 450 paces. The 60-pdr mortar had a short range; at 45 degrees elevation, it would throw a 
stone ball 525 paces with a 20 pound charge. With a 12 pound charge, its range was only 100 paces.  
 
[p200] The amount of gunpowder to be used. The barrel of a gun must be of sufficient length to allow 
the powder charge to burn completely before the projectile left the muzzle.  
 
Relationship between barrel length & range  
[p201] For over two hundred years, artillerists have been debating how to calculate the size of the 
charge, so that the projectile leaves the muzzle just at that point when all the powder has been burnt.  
 
Originally, it was thought that longer barrels meant longer range and greater accuracy and before the 
reign of Emperor Carl V, there were guns built with barrel bores of 40 - 45 calibres length. An 
accidental discovery changed all this. At the siege of Philippsburg (1734?) three Austrian guns, including 
a demi-Karthaune, were damaged at the muzzles. Imperial Stückhauptmann Wenzel Wiskoczill, had the 
damaged muzzles sawn off and iron reinforcing rings welded to the new muzzles in order to restore the 
old centres of gravity. To the amazement of all concerned, the truncated guns had a longer range than 
before and they had to aim at a point 200 paces in front of the wall, in order to hit its crest. Thus began 
the era of shorter gun barrels.  
 
[p202.] Rates of fire had been increased by various innovations, such as cartridges and fire lance fuzes. 
Meynert tells us that in 1748 a field gun was fired 13 – 14 times in a minute, without mopping out, 
aiming or running the gun forward.  
 
Rapid firing became an exercise in its own right under Liechtenstein and a report of one such event in 
the camp at Moldauthein (from the diary of the Württemberg artillery Captain Schmidt, an official 
observer) tells us that a detachment of six 6-pdr guns and six 3-pdr guns, fired against an earthen 
rampart with aimed fire. After every 3 – 5 shots the barrels were mopped out and the pieces were run 
forward. Each gun could fire 5 – 7 shots per minute. After 15 minutes Cease Fire was drummed and in 
this time, the guns had fired a total of 1,200 rounds. On the same day, they fired 40 hand grenades 
from a Coehorn mortar in nine minutes.  
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Quick-Firing Guns.  
These have been mentioned and the Imperial army in Italy had some in 1702 – 1703. They could be 
loaded and fired before a cavalryman could draw his sabre and swing it - an inexact measure. These six 
2-pdrs were built in the style of the old Kammerschlange (chambered cannon) of Vögler’s design and had a 
removable breech block, which, when loaded, was inserted into the breech of the gun and locked in 
with a wedge. They seem to have been invented by the Altfeuerwerker Johann Georg Trompeter, as a file 
note (Hofkammer Archiv June 1702) states that for the invention of the Geschwinden Schuss, he received 
a gratification of 300 Guilders, a pay rise of 50 Guilders per month and travel expenses, so that he 
might travel to Italy to demonstrate to the army there, how to use the weapon.  
 
Unfortunately, these weapons proved to be of limited use on the battlefield. Some interesting surviving 
examples may be seen in the collection of Prince Leichtenstein in Feldsberg and in the Esterhazy family’s 
Schloss Forchtenstein. There is also a sales catalogue of the Augsburg mechanic Emanuel Wetschgi, dated 
at the beginning of the 18th Century, offering a similar Geschwindstück.  
 


 
[p204] 


Figs 109 Breech of a quick-firing gun with a wheel lock, Collection of Burg Forchtenstein; 
Fig 110 quick-firing gun of k. k. Kriegsrath Zeugslieutenant M. von Eisenstein, Austrian 
Artillery Arsenal; 
Fig 110 detail of drop breech block; 
Fig 111 quick-firing gun of k. k. Master Fitter G. Peierl, Vienna 1750. Austrian Artillery Arsenal.  
Fig 111 (detail) of rotating breech block. 


 


In 1750, the Imperial Zeugschlossermeister (Master Artificer) Georg Johann Peyrl also invented a quick-firing, 
breech-loading gun and another such weapon was produced at the same time by the Imperial Zeug-
Lieutenant M von Eisenstein. Both weapons were 1-pdrs (52mm calibre) and cast in bronze. Both weapons 
had ratchet-actioned sights. Illustrations are to be found on p204. On 28 September 1860, both these 
weapons – among other breech-loaders - were test-fired; both tended to jam and to fill up with powder 
debris.  
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Issue 3 (02): 
Period II: Artillery of Emperor Maximilian I  


to the 30 Years War 
 


Translated by  
Digby Smith 


 


Mortars of Emperor Maximilian I (r. 1493-1519), c1500 
 


 
[p86] 


Fig 29 the ‘stiglitz (goldfinch) Schemel mortar, old arsenal in Görz;  
Fig 30 Kernpeiss (hawfinch) hanging main mortar with counter weight;  
old arsenal in Osterwitz;  
Fig 31 Lerchlein (Little Lark) firework mortar with star-shaped chamber;  
old arsenal in Innsbrück, after a drawing in the old collection.  
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Bronze Guns of Emperor Maximilian I (r. 1493-1519), c1500 
 


 
[p83] 


Fig 24 Main piece, the well-tuned pipe from the Vienna Arsenal; 
Fig 25 Scharfmetze Pallas from the old arsenal in Osterwitz;  
Fig 26 Great Snake from the old arsenal in Graz;  
Fig 27 Falkonetlein, old arsenal in Görz;  
Fig 28 Iron Chambered Snake (breech-loading gun) by Vögler,  
old arsenal in Innsbrück.  
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Emperor Carl V Artillery Material 
Based on the work of the Spanish Artillery Captain Diego Ufano under Emperor Carl V (reigned 1519 – 
1588) the guns of that time ranged as follows, in descending order of the average weight (in Nuremberg 
pounds) of the cast iron projectile fired:  
 


Table 1: Classification of Guns for Emperor Carl V (r. 1519-1588) in 1556. 
[Dolleczek (1887) 91] 


 
  Bore


(mm) 
Length 


 
Charge


(kg) 
Barrel
Weight


(kg) 


Range 
(paces) 


 


Range 
(m) 
[2] 


Doppelkarthaune 
 


96-pdr 257mm 15 cal
411cm 


28kg 5000kg 1100 695m 


Bastardkarthaune
(Kanone)  


72-pdr  227mm 17 cal
408cm 


20kg 4000kg 900 569m 


Doppelter Schlangenbastard  
(Basilisk)  


48-pdr  200mm 26 cal
504cm 


16kg 4300kg 1150 727m 


Ganze Karthaune 
 


48-pdr  200mm 18 cal
380cm 


14kg 3020kg 1000 632m 


Feldkarthaune  
 


42-pdr  194mm 18 cal
368cm 


12kg 2500kg 1100 695m 


Grosse Doppelschlange 
 


36-pdr  182mm 29 cal
545cm 


14kg 3500kg 1200 758m 


Halbe Karthaune 
 


24-pdr  162mm 19 cal
325cm 


8kg 1500kg 800 506m 


Doppelte Feldschlange 
(Schlangenbastard)


24-pdr  162mm 27 cal
450cm


13kg 2250kg 1200 758m 


Nothschlange  
(Drache) 


18-pdr  144mm 40 cal
590cm 


8kg 2500kg 1200 758m 


Quartier- or Feldschlange 
 


12-pdr  132mm 24 cal
330cm 


5kg 750kg 1000 632m 


Viertelkarthaune  
(Eber) 


12-pdr  132mm 17 cal 
237cm 


4kg 700kg 700 442m 


Viertelschlange  
(Falken) 


6-pdr  105mm 30 cal
325cm 


2kg 600kg 600 379m 


Falkonet 
 


3-pdr  85mm 35 cal
306cm 


1.2kg 350kg 500 316m 


Falkonetlein 
 


1-pdr 67mm 32 cal
221cm 


0.8kg 100kg 400 253m 


 
As can be imagined, all of the heavier guns, above the calibre of a Feldschlange, would have been 
monstrous pieces of heavy equipment, almost incapable of movement on the very few, and poor, roads 
of this time.  
 
  


                                                       
2 Calculated by Dr Stephen Summerfield where 1 Schritte (Austrian Pace) = 63.2cm 
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Bronze Guns of the Second Half of the 16th Century 


 
[p92]  


Fig 32 Quarter Snake (10 – 12-pdr), Nr 1545 in the Arsenal Book of Carl V; 
Fig 33 Tapered whole Karthaune (48-pdr) Nr 1542; 
Fig 34 Falkonetlein (little falcon) (1-pdr lead) 1586 (Austrian Artillery Arsenal); 
Fig 35 Kammerstück (chamber piece) 3½-pdr stone or 12-pdr iron; from the 
Niederösterr. Land-Artillerie Institute, Ebenfurth, 1594; Austrian Artillery Arsenal; 
Fig 36 . 1-pdr Falkonet, 1615. 
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Emperor Carl V Gun Carriages (c1556) 
 


 
[p97]  


Fig 46: Gun carriage on the loader, 1556, after Esswein. 
 


 


 
[p97]  


Fig 47 ship’s or tower gun carriage 1556,  
after Reinhard Graf Solms. 
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[p97] 


Fig 48 Pöller with aiming device 1556,  
after Reinhard Graf Solms. 


 
 


The Attachment of Guns to the Infantry.  
[p118] This first occurred in the Austrian army - and had been proposed to Emperor Maximilian II on 21 
June1568 - but it was not until 1607 that it took place in all Austrian provinces. In 1602 the tactical 
(infantry DGS) unit (the regiment) was called into life and the attached guns were thus called regimental 
guns. Initially there was one 3-pdr per regiment. The commander of the infantry regiment had 
administrative responsibility for the gun and the regiment had to pay the Büchsenmeister (gun 
commander, or master gunner DGS) and his technical crew. These artillery personnel remained under 
tactical command of the Feldzeugmeister (Master General of the Ordnance) and could be recalled to 
the main artillery park of the army at any time.[3]  
 
This unhappy arrangement did not satisfy the infantry, the artillery nor the army, but it remained in 
being for over 200 years. With lumbering equipment, mediocre teams, unwilling crews with 
independent minds, full of pride in their guilds, their guns took the field and were sent off to serve with 
the infantry.  
 
This mistrust was mirrored in the attitudes of their infantry hosts. The artillery were regarded with 
curiosity as they arrived; tomorrow they were to be the saviours on the battlefield, the hope for victory, 
and the day after, they were to be the awkward obstacles, blocking and impeding the line of the 
march.[4] 
 
The gunners were accused of having a sense of superiority over the infantry and in fact, many infantry 
and cavalrymen were clearly more intelligent than the servants of these primitive weapons. The gunners 
often disregarded the tactical techniques of the infantry. ‘They set up their guns where they were told to 


                                                       
3 At this time, in almost all European armies, gunners were not subject to normal military regulations. They were 
highly skilled experts, members of a trade guild, who were very highly paid in comparison to the infantry and the 
cavalry [DGS] 
4 Either in the advance or the retreat [DGS] 
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and fired them off as ordered, without personal engagement. They were only interested in the technical 
improvement of their weapons and in the stubborn defence of their privileges.  
 
A paragraph of the army regulations of this period stated that no gun might be fired without the 
permission of the gun commander. At the siege of Venice in 1517, the famous commander of the 
Landsknechts, Georg von Frundsperg, ordered an imperial gun commander to fire on a passing ship. 
Frundsperg was given a reprimand in Landsknecht style, but the gun commander was struck on the head 
with a sword and docked one month’s wages. 
 
 
 
 


Origin of Artillery Schools 
[p119] There is no documentary proof that such schools existed in early history in Germany and 
Austria, although princes and rulers were often advised by councils of war and the leading military 
authors to do this. They were also encouraged to train their Büchsenmeister (master gunners) at their own 
expense. The master gunners were also encouraged to describe the details of their guns and the serving 
of them, when not engaged in fighting them, and to design fortification works, to read edifying military 
texts and to practice higher mathematics.   
 
It was not until 1526 that the Venetians recorded that they had founded an artillery high school. Shortly 
afterwards, Kaiser Carl V [5] followed this example. Artillery schools were opened in Spain, Sicily and 
surely in Germany and the Austrian provinces. Topics taught were mathematics, geographical surveying 
and levelling, geometrical and defensive draughtsmanship, mining, examination and testing of newly-
cast gun barrels, use of the quadrant, shooting and the construction of firework displays. (The school 
was later closed DGS) [6] 
  


                                                       
5 Emperor Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire and Charles I of Spain [b. 1500 and d. 1558]. 
6 The artillery school was probably closed after the Republic of Venice was conquered by the French in 1796. 
[Editor] 
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Section 1: 
Dolleczek  Austrian 15th to 19th 


Century Artillery  
 


by  
Digby Smith,  


 
Anton Dolleczek, (1887) Geschichte der Österreichischen Artillerie von den frühesten 
Zeiten bis zur Gegenwart, Wien [1]  
 
Dolleczek (1887) can be viewed at the “Austrian Literature Online” [ALO] 


http://www.literature.at/alo?objid=13437 
 
Anton Dollaczek was a captain in the 22nd Heavy Battery Division of the Austrian artillery and a tutor in 
the Artillery Cadet School in Vienna. The following English is a translation of selected sections of the 
original German texts, concentrating on the development of artillery technology from the 16th century 
through 1815 only. In each section, the start page of the original document is given, for ease of cross-
referencing to the German text.  
 
Nothing tests the battle-worthiness of the organization, doctrines, weaponry, tactics and strategies of 
any army better than war itself. We see, repeatedly, that defeats have led to the radical reform and 
successful resurgence of a defeated army and this is still as true today as it was in 1806, at the time of 
the dramatic collapse of the Prussian army at Jena and Auerstädt, to its resurgence in 1813. This book 
contains many ingenious examples of military technical innovation, that were years ahead of their time 
and will surprise many readers.  
 
Points raised in this book, which may be of particular interest are:  


1. The specialist status of gunners, almost as non-military wizards of a dark technology, in the 
early stages of this period.  
 


2. The major role played by Swedish King Gustav Adolph II in introducing revolutionary 
increases in the mobility and design of light field pieces, the screw-driven gun-sight, the 
combined charge-and-projectile artillery cartridge and a dramatically-increased rate of fire, all 
before 1631.  


 
3. The introduction of breech-loading cannon, early in the 18th Century.  


 
4. The Venetian artillery high school was opened in 1526. 


 
5. The introduction by the Austrians of centrally-produced plans for artillery pieces in 1716, to 


ensure conformity of manufacture, wherever in the realm that might take place.  
 


                                                       
1 A History of the Austrian Artillery from the Earliest Times to the Present Day 
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6. The accidental discovery by the Austrians in the 1730s, that gun barrels could be shortened, 
leading to dramatic improvements of the ballistic performance of the piece and to the many 
attendant bonuses of the resultant loss of weight of the whole gun.  
 


7. The introduction of quick-firing guns in Italy in 1702.  
 


8. The influence of the French Marshal Vauban’s siege warfare techniques on Austrian practice in 
the second half of the 17th Century.  
 


9. The advantages of Liechtenstein’s reform of Austrian artillery in the 1740s, including the 
innovative cavalry cannon and howitzer, for the service of which the crews rode on the padded 
seats (Wurst) on the gun trails.  


 
None of these things took place in an ideological vacuum; the ballistic experts of many other nations 
were all searching for similar improvements at the same time. Ideas and experiments generated more 
experimentation as they were studied all over Europe. No one nation had the monopoly of the 
development of artillery.  


Digby G Smith,  
Thetford,  


January 2011.  
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Issue 3 (01): 
Period I: Dolleczek – 15th to Early 16th Century 


Artillery Material 
 


Translated by  
Digby Smith 


15th-16th Century Gun Carriages 


 
[p35] 


Fig 14: Viertelbüchse in the firing mount, 15th Century. 
 


 
[p36] 


Fig 15: “Grosse Schlange” [Great Snake] on the Burgundian carriage, 15th Century. 
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15th-16th Century Cranes and Gunners Tools 


 
[p38] 


Fig 16: Lifting rig with windlass, 15th-16th Century 
 


 
[p38] 


Fig 17: Gunner’s tools, 15th and 16th Century. 
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[p49] 


Fig 19: 40-barreled Hail Gun, such as was found in the  
arsenal in Vienna, 15th and 16th Century 
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Issue 3 (02): 
Period II: Artillery of Emperor Maximilian I  


to the 30 Years War 
 


Translated by  
Digby Smith 


 


Mortars of Emperor Maximilian I (r. 1493-1519), c1500 
 


 
[p86] 


Fig 29 the ‘stiglitz (goldfinch) Schemel mortar, old arsenal in Görz;  
Fig 30 Kernpeiss (hawfinch) hanging main mortar with counter weight;  
old arsenal in Osterwitz;  
Fig 31 Lerchlein (Little Lark) firework mortar with star-shaped chamber;  
old arsenal in Innsbrück, after a drawing in the old collection.  
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Bronze Guns of Emperor Maximilian I (r. 1493-1519), c1500 
 


 
[p83] 


Fig 24 Main piece, the well-tuned pipe from the Vienna Arsenal; 
Fig 25 Scharfmetze Pallas from the old arsenal in Osterwitz;  
Fig 26 Great Snake from the old arsenal in Graz;  
Fig 27 Falkonetlein, old arsenal in Görz;  
Fig 28 Iron Chambered Snake (breech-loading gun) by Vögler,  
old arsenal in Innsbrück.  
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Emperor Carl V Artillery Material 
Based on the work of the Spanish Artillery Captain Diego Ufano under Emperor Carl V (reigned 1519 – 
1588) the guns of that time ranged as follows, in descending order of the average weight (in Nuremberg 
pounds) of the cast iron projectile fired:  
 


Table 1: Classification of Guns for Emperor Carl V (r. 1519-1588) in 1556. 
[Dolleczek (1887) 91] 


 
  Bore


(mm) 
Length 


 
Charge


(kg) 
Barrel
Weight


(kg) 


Range 
(paces) 


 


Range 
(m) 
[2] 


Doppelkarthaune 
 


96-pdr 257mm 15 cal
411cm 


28kg 5000kg 1100 695m 


Bastardkarthaune
(Kanone)  


72-pdr  227mm 17 cal
408cm 


20kg 4000kg 900 569m 


Doppelter Schlangenbastard  
(Basilisk)  


48-pdr  200mm 26 cal
504cm 


16kg 4300kg 1150 727m 


Ganze Karthaune 
 


48-pdr  200mm 18 cal
380cm 


14kg 3020kg 1000 632m 


Feldkarthaune  
 


42-pdr  194mm 18 cal
368cm 


12kg 2500kg 1100 695m 


Grosse Doppelschlange 
 


36-pdr  182mm 29 cal
545cm 


14kg 3500kg 1200 758m 


Halbe Karthaune 
 


24-pdr  162mm 19 cal
325cm 


8kg 1500kg 800 506m 


Doppelte Feldschlange 
(Schlangenbastard)


24-pdr  162mm 27 cal
450cm


13kg 2250kg 1200 758m 


Nothschlange  
(Drache) 


18-pdr  144mm 40 cal
590cm 


8kg 2500kg 1200 758m 


Quartier- or Feldschlange 
 


12-pdr  132mm 24 cal
330cm 


5kg 750kg 1000 632m 


Viertelkarthaune  
(Eber) 


12-pdr  132mm 17 cal 
237cm 


4kg 700kg 700 442m 


Viertelschlange  
(Falken) 


6-pdr  105mm 30 cal
325cm 


2kg 600kg 600 379m 


Falkonet 
 


3-pdr  85mm 35 cal
306cm 


1.2kg 350kg 500 316m 


Falkonetlein 
 


1-pdr 67mm 32 cal
221cm 


0.8kg 100kg 400 253m 


 
As can be imagined, all of the heavier guns, above the calibre of a Feldschlange, would have been 
monstrous pieces of heavy equipment, almost incapable of movement on the very few, and poor, roads 
of this time.  
 
  


                                                       
2 Calculated by Dr Stephen Summerfield where 1 Schritte (Austrian Pace) = 63.2cm 
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Bronze Guns of the Second Half of the 16th Century 


 
[p92]  


Fig 32 Quarter Snake (10 – 12-pdr), Nr 1545 in the Arsenal Book of Carl V; 
Fig 33 Tapered whole Karthaune (48-pdr) Nr 1542; 
Fig 34 Falkonetlein (little falcon) (1-pdr lead) 1586 (Austrian Artillery Arsenal); 
Fig 35 Kammerstück (chamber piece) 3½-pdr stone or 12-pdr iron; from the 
Niederösterr. Land-Artillerie Institute, Ebenfurth, 1594; Austrian Artillery Arsenal; 
Fig 36 . 1-pdr Falkonet, 1615. 
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Emperor Carl V Gun Carriages (c1556) 
 


 
[p97]  


Fig 46: Gun carriage on the loader, 1556, after Esswein. 
 


 


 
[p97]  


Fig 47 ship’s or tower gun carriage 1556,  
after Reinhard Graf Solms. 
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[p97] 


Fig 48 Pöller with aiming device 1556,  
after Reinhard Graf Solms. 


 
 


The Attachment of Guns to the Infantry.  
[p118] This first occurred in the Austrian army - and had been proposed to Emperor Maximilian II on 21 
June1568 - but it was not until 1607 that it took place in all Austrian provinces. In 1602 the tactical 
(infantry DGS) unit (the regiment) was called into life and the attached guns were thus called regimental 
guns. Initially there was one 3-pdr per regiment. The commander of the infantry regiment had 
administrative responsibility for the gun and the regiment had to pay the Büchsenmeister (gun 
commander, or master gunner DGS) and his technical crew. These artillery personnel remained under 
tactical command of the Feldzeugmeister (Master General of the Ordnance) and could be recalled to 
the main artillery park of the army at any time.[3]  
 
This unhappy arrangement did not satisfy the infantry, the artillery nor the army, but it remained in 
being for over 200 years. With lumbering equipment, mediocre teams, unwilling crews with 
independent minds, full of pride in their guilds, their guns took the field and were sent off to serve with 
the infantry.  
 
This mistrust was mirrored in the attitudes of their infantry hosts. The artillery were regarded with 
curiosity as they arrived; tomorrow they were to be the saviours on the battlefield, the hope for victory, 
and the day after, they were to be the awkward obstacles, blocking and impeding the line of the 
march.[4] 
 
The gunners were accused of having a sense of superiority over the infantry and in fact, many infantry 
and cavalrymen were clearly more intelligent than the servants of these primitive weapons. The gunners 
often disregarded the tactical techniques of the infantry. ‘They set up their guns where they were told to 


                                                       
3 At this time, in almost all European armies, gunners were not subject to normal military regulations. They were 
highly skilled experts, members of a trade guild, who were very highly paid in comparison to the infantry and the 
cavalry [DGS] 
4 Either in the advance or the retreat [DGS] 
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and fired them off as ordered, without personal engagement. They were only interested in the technical 
improvement of their weapons and in the stubborn defence of their privileges.  
 
A paragraph of the army regulations of this period stated that no gun might be fired without the 
permission of the gun commander. At the siege of Venice in 1517, the famous commander of the 
Landsknechts, Georg von Frundsperg, ordered an imperial gun commander to fire on a passing ship. 
Frundsperg was given a reprimand in Landsknecht style, but the gun commander was struck on the head 
with a sword and docked one month’s wages. 
 
 
 
 


Origin of Artillery Schools 
[p119] There is no documentary proof that such schools existed in early history in Germany and 
Austria, although princes and rulers were often advised by councils of war and the leading military 
authors to do this. They were also encouraged to train their Büchsenmeister (master gunners) at their own 
expense. The master gunners were also encouraged to describe the details of their guns and the serving 
of them, when not engaged in fighting them, and to design fortification works, to read edifying military 
texts and to practice higher mathematics.   
 
It was not until 1526 that the Venetians recorded that they had founded an artillery high school. Shortly 
afterwards, Kaiser Carl V [5] followed this example. Artillery schools were opened in Spain, Sicily and 
surely in Germany and the Austrian provinces. Topics taught were mathematics, geographical surveying 
and levelling, geometrical and defensive draughtsmanship, mining, examination and testing of newly-
cast gun barrels, use of the quadrant, shooting and the construction of firework displays. (The school 
was later closed DGS) [6] 
  


                                                       
5 Emperor Charles V of the Holy Roman Empire and Charles I of Spain [b. 1500 and d. 1558]. 
6 The artillery school was probably closed after the Republic of Venice was conquered by the French in 1796. 
[Editor] 
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Issue 3 (03) 
Period III: Dolleczek – 30 Years War to Liechtenstein 


 


Translated by  
Digby Smith  


 
[p148] Due to the rapid introduction of hand guns, which had just taken place, the artillery had lost 
their air of magic and were challenged to regain their pre-eminence.  
 
This they could only do by improving the destructive capacity of their projectiles and improving the 
rate of fire of the guns. The first target was achieved by the introduction of exploding shells and of 
grape and canister; the second by lightening the piece, reduction of calibre and improved loading 
methods. But progress was slow; the infantry became ever more effective, the artillery faded into the 
background; the bigger guns were left in the reserve, except on special occasions, the light pieces were 
allocated to the infantry and became absorbed by them.  
 


The Innovations of Gustav Adolph 
The Swedish king, Gustav Adolph,[7] was especially effective in improving his artillery, as he had made it 
his goal to make his entire army light and agile. His lumbering artillery stood in the way of this goal; as 
it was essential to the army, he concentrated upon improving it. He began with the lighter calibre field 
guns and in 1625, after many experiments, he produced a light 6-pdr. It supposedly weighed only 625 
pounds (350 kg) but the barrel often split when fired. He also tested the leather cannon (1628 – 1631) 
together with a Colonel Hamilton, and eventually a light field gun was developed.  
 
It [the barrel DGS] was of iron, 1.5m long with sides of 14/16 and 7/18 thickness at the chamber and 
muzzle respectively. It had an angled touchhole and fired a 1.5kg ball, with a charge of third that weight 
of powder. The charge was contained in a linen cartridge. ‘Another projectile fired from this piece was 
the wooden grape cartridge. Both the ball and the grape container were attached to the charges by wire. 
This improved the rate of fire enormously and the gun could be loaded and fired three times before a 
musketeer could get off a single shot. [8] The gun could easily be drawn by two horses. 
 
Gustav Adolph sought to exploit this weapon to the limit by increasing the numbers of regimental guns 
with the infantry; each regiment had two or three such guns and there was also the reserve artillery, 
containing 6-, 12- and 24-pdr weapons. At the First Battle of Breitenfeld (17 September 1642), this 
artillery was decisive. At the Battle of Frankfurt am Oder (13 April 1631) there were over 200 guns with 
the Swedish army. This [successful] increase in the artillery-to-infantry ratio forced Gustav’s enemies to 
emulate him. After the events on the River Lech, the Austrians increased the number of their guns and 
at the Battle of Lützen (16 November 1632) Wallenstein’s artillery outnumbered that of the Swedes.  
 
For economical reasons, Gustav Adolph had the regimental guns crewed by detached infantrymen, 
which saved on the double salaries paid to the Büchsenmeister and the Schlangenschützen [gun crew]. This 
custom was copied by all other nations as was the entire Swedish system and many professional gun 


                                                       
7 (1594-1632 and r. 1611-32) Commonly known in English as Gustavus Adolphus, the Latinised form. [Editor] 
8 A musket might be fired at two or three rounds per minute DGS. 
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commanders were made redundant. Another competitor to the traditional artillery was the development 
in mining techniques.  
 
[p149] Following the end of the Thirty Years’ War, artillery faded again into the background due to the 
shortage of funds and changing priorities for governments. It was not until after the end of the 17th 
Century that a change occurred with the introduction of Field Marshall Prince Raimund Montecuccoli’s 
(1608-80) doctrine. Although not a gunner, he brought many improvements to the Austrian army, 
including the artillery.  
 


Artillery Material 
 


Table 2: Dimensions of Austrian Guns according to Michael Miethens (1683) Artilleriae 
regentior praxis, Vienna. [Dolleczek (1887) 153] 


 
  Bore Shot Length Charge Tube 


Weight 
Range 
(paces) 


Range
(m) [9]


Whole Karthaune (cannon) 48-pdr 198mm 194mm 17 cal
325cm 


11kg 5000kg 900 572m


¾ Karthaune (Double Snake)  
Columbrine;  


36-pdr 176mm 170mm 19 cal
323cm 


8.5kg 4200kg 1050 664m


½ Karthaune (mezzo cannon,  
double field snake);  


24-pdr 156mm 150mm 21 cal
315cm 


7kg 2800kg 700 442m


Whole Field Snake,  
Dragon, Emergency snake;  


18-pdr 144mm 135mm 29 cal
392cm 


4.5kg 3000kg 1000 632m


Quarter Karthaune  
(field snake, quarter snake);  


12-pdr 124mm 119mm 23 cal
274cm 


3kg 1500kg 800 506m


Half Field Snake  
(Sagro, Sackerfalk);  


9-pdr 112mm 107mm 35 cal
375cm 


2.5kg 1700kg 700 442m


Full quality falcon  
(Quarter  snake, pelican);  


6-pdr 105mm 95mm 26 cal
248cm 


2kg 1300kg 600 379m


Tapered falcon  
Falkaune;  


6-pdr 105mm 95mm 17 cal
162cm 


1kg 900kg 500 316m


Full regimental gun  
(double falconet);  


3-pdr 85mm 70mm 27 cal
189cm 


1kg 700kg 500 316m


Tapered regimental gun; 3-pdr 85mm 70mm 15 cal
105cm 


0.4kg 350kg 400 253m


Falkonet  
(Smiriglio);  


1-pdr 53mm 50mm 35 cal
175cm 


0.3kg 300kg 250 158m


Serpentine ½-pdr 
[10] 


28mm 26mm 39 cal
101cm 


0.1kg 120kg 150 95m


 
 


                                                       
9 Calculated by Dr Stephen Summerfield where 1 Schritte (Austrian Pace) = 63.2cm. 
10 Lead rather than iron shot 
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[p154]  


Fig 61 full quality ½ Karthaune, after Art. Reg. Praxis; 
Fig 62 full quality regimental Karthaune, after Art. Reg. Praxis; 


Fig 63 16-pdr stone howitzer, after Art. Reg. Praxis. 
 


Breech Loading Cannon 
[p154.] Breech-loading canon were found at this time only in fortresses and on ships; they were limited 
to maximum 6-pdr calibre, because the breech mechanism was too heavy to operate at larger sizes.  


Mortars 
[p156]  


Fig 64 200-pdr bomb mortar 
after Art. Reg. Praxis, Vienna 
1682; 
Fig 65 the same, in section, 
with loaded bomb: 


Fig 66 Schemel mortar 1640, 
Austrian Artillery Arsenal: 


Fig 68 60-pdr bomb mortar by 
Daun, with spherical chamber 
Austrian Artillery Arsenal: 


Fig 69 10-pdr bomb mortar with 
spherical chamber 1714 
Austrian Artillery Arsenal. 
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Producing Cannon Barrels 
[p157] In order to achieve uniformity of manufacture in gun parts, the Hofkriegsrath (Austrian Court 
War Council DGS) issued an order in 1716, that accurate plans of new weapons, complete with all 


dimensions, were to be sent to 
all weapons foundries within the 
empire.  This order was re-
issued in 1722 and it was also 
directed that any wrongly 
produced barrels were to be 
melted down and re-cast to the 
correct dimensions.  


 
[p162] Barrels were cast about a 
central plug; this was then 
removed and the barrel reamed 
out, on a vertical drilling 
machine, to the correct calibre. 
Touchholes were bored out by 
hand.  
 
It was only after the beginning 
of the 18th Century, that 
Stückgiesser [gun-founder] Keller 
of Kassel began to bore out the 
barrels of solid castings. 
Horizontal boring machines 
were only invented in 1739; 
vertical machines continued to 
be used in Austria until the 
beginning of 1820. Most guns 
were made of bronze.  


  


[p162]  
Fig 70 Vertical boring machine for reaming out gun barrels;  


after Esswein, Quellen zur Geschichte der Feuerwaffe. 
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[p168]  


Fig 71: Wooden cannon of the Tyrolean peasants, 1809,  
German Museum in Nuremberg. 


 


 
[p168]  


Fig 76: cross section of a leather cannon of Austrian construction1624.  
After Furtenbach. 


 


 
[p170] 


Fig 67: Bomb mortar on a sledge 1672; Burg Forchtenstein. 
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Gunner’s Tools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


[p171]  
Fig 73: Artillery tools and match stick, time of Kaiser Carl VI 


(1711 – 1740). Collection of the Imperial House: knife, two 
cane piercers, an awl, calibre cane, dividers. 


[p172]  
Fig 75:  Century match stick; Municipal 


Arsenal, Vienna. 
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Ammunition 
Canister and Grapeshot 


[p181] 


Plates of various canister and 
grapeshot cartridges 


Figure 72 Traubenhagel 
(grapeshot). After Miethen, 
1682.  


Figure 84. Korbhagel (basket 
shot), 1678.  


Figure 85. Büchsenhagel 
(canister), 1682.  This container 
could be made of wood or 
metal.  


Figure 86. Pouch cartridge for 
Geschwindstücke, 1702. (This 
combines the projectile and the 
charge).  


Figure 87. Büchsenkartätsche 
for field guns, 1767.  


Figure 88. Büchsenkartätsche, 
old style.   


 
 


 
 
Shells and Bombs  


[p183]  
Fig 89 Shell for a ½ Karthaune 
1620; after Fuchs, 
Büchsenmeisterei, Linz 1620: 


Fig 90 Shell for Böller with 
percussion fuse, 1678; Prague 
experiments: 


Fig 91 Shell for howitzer 1683, 
Oberstückhauptmann Miethen, 
Ars. Mag. Art. 


Fig 92 Shell (grenade) after 
Hälle, 1598; the original is in the 
Ducal Collection, Coburg. 
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[p186] Fig 93 Storm or firepot, 
XIII Century, Valturius;  


Fig 94 Clay hand grenade, XVI 
Century, after Reinhardt Graf 
Solms senior;  


Fig 95 Hand grenade with 
concussion fuse, 1650; after 
Siemonovicz, Ars. mag.  


Fig 96 Hail Ball, to explode at a 
pre-determined distance 
(Shrapnel), after Bruckner’s 
idea, 1685; Bibl. Hauslab.  


Fig 97 Deaths head with killer 
mallets. A projectile for ¼ 
snakes, 1650; after Siemonovicz.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 
[p188] 
Fig 98 Partridge mortar 1700.  
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Incendiary Munitions 
[p191] 


Fig 99 incendiary bomb for 
the Little Lark 1500, after 
Glockenton and the 
Collection in Burg 
Forchtenstein; Fig 100 
exploding incendiary 1584, 
after Frontsperger; 


Fig 101 incendiary arrow 
after Siemonovicz; 


Fig 102 incendiary bolt for a 
crossbow, after Siemonovicz 
and the museum in 
Sigmaringen; 


Fig 103 cage of an incendiary 
device, 1670, after Miethen 
and thecollection in Burg 
Forchtenstein; 


Fig 104 Rain or Trench ball, 
1682, after Miethen Art. Reg. 
prax. ; 


Fig 105 Stone basket 1683, 
after Miethen; 


Fig 106 illumination ball 
1818, after Hauser, 
Waffenlehre Vienna 1818; 


Fig 107 powder bag or storm 
bag 1818, after Waffenlehre. 


 


 
 
 


 
[p193] 


Fig 108 Petard on a mounting board, Austrian Artillery Arsenal 
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Aiming Devices 
[p197] The aiming of smaller calibre pieces was done using the foresight, either the metal or an 
attachment. The latter was already known as the Visirstöckel [sight stick DGS] made of brass or wood 
and in various forms (see Figures 52 and 53). The Imperial Ambraser Collection has a large number of 
these devices and quadrants from the last centuries. It is noteworthy that many cannon had iron 
foresights cast into the muzzle ring.  
 
The main sight was the quadrant, mainly of wood, with a plumb line, and marked off in equinoctial 
degrees, or, empirical with points. The gun barrel was usually brought into the desired angle by use of 
wedges [Schusskeile] and conservative Büchsenmeister retained their trusty wedges a hundred years after 
the invention of the screw-driven sight.  
 
Range  
Following the introduction of the simplified loading system, rates of fire had increased considerably. It 
was considered good to have a high rate of fire with field guns, which led to the introduction of the 
aforementioned rapid fire guns [Geschwindstücke] at the point of the change of the 17th – 18th Centuries.  
 
The ranges achieved by cannon had changed little and Karthaunen and Schlangen were no longer fired at 
such high angles as before. In 1620, the Kerndistanz [average distance DGS] of lighter guns was 120–200 
paces; short-barrelled Karthaunen would reach 350–400 paces, the lighter, but long-barrelled Schlangen 
would reach 450 paces. The 60-pdr mortar had a short range; at 45 degrees elevation, it would throw a 
stone ball 525 paces with a 20 pound charge. With a 12 pound charge, its range was only 100 paces.  
 
[p200] The amount of gunpowder to be used. The barrel of a gun must be of sufficient length to allow 
the powder charge to burn completely before the projectile left the muzzle.  
 
Relationship between barrel length & range  
[p201] For over two hundred years, artillerists have been debating how to calculate the size of the 
charge, so that the projectile leaves the muzzle just at that point when all the powder has been burnt.  
 
Originally, it was thought that longer barrels meant longer range and greater accuracy and before the 
reign of Emperor Carl V, there were guns built with barrel bores of 40 - 45 calibres length. An 
accidental discovery changed all this. At the siege of Philippsburg (1734?) three Austrian guns, including 
a demi-Karthaune, were damaged at the muzzles. Imperial Stückhauptmann Wenzel Wiskoczill, had the 
damaged muzzles sawn off and iron reinforcing rings welded to the new muzzles in order to restore the 
old centres of gravity. To the amazement of all concerned, the truncated guns had a longer range than 
before and they had to aim at a point 200 paces in front of the wall, in order to hit its crest. Thus began 
the era of shorter gun barrels.  
 
[p202.] Rates of fire had been increased by various innovations, such as cartridges and fire lance fuzes. 
Meynert tells us that in 1748 a field gun was fired 13 – 14 times in a minute, without mopping out, 
aiming or running the gun forward.  
 
Rapid firing became an exercise in its own right under Liechtenstein and a report of one such event in 
the camp at Moldauthein (from the diary of the Württemberg artillery Captain Schmidt, an official 
observer) tells us that a detachment of six 6-pdr guns and six 3-pdr guns, fired against an earthen 
rampart with aimed fire. After every 3 – 5 shots the barrels were mopped out and the pieces were run 
forward. Each gun could fire 5 – 7 shots per minute. After 15 minutes Cease Fire was drummed and in 
this time, the guns had fired a total of 1,200 rounds. On the same day, they fired 40 hand grenades 
from a Coehorn mortar in nine minutes.  
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Quick-Firing Guns.  
These have been mentioned and the Imperial army in Italy had some in 1702 – 1703. They could be 
loaded and fired before a cavalryman could draw his sabre and swing it - an inexact measure. These six 
2-pdrs were built in the style of the old Kammerschlange (chambered cannon) of Vögler’s design and had a 
removable breech block, which, when loaded, was inserted into the breech of the gun and locked in 
with a wedge. They seem to have been invented by the Altfeuerwerker Johann Georg Trompeter, as a file 
note (Hofkammer Archiv June 1702) states that for the invention of the Geschwinden Schuss, he received 
a gratification of 300 Guilders, a pay rise of 50 Guilders per month and travel expenses, so that he 
might travel to Italy to demonstrate to the army there, how to use the weapon.  
 
Unfortunately, these weapons proved to be of limited use on the battlefield. Some interesting surviving 
examples may be seen in the collection of Prince Leichtenstein in Feldsberg and in the Esterhazy family’s 
Schloss Forchtenstein. There is also a sales catalogue of the Augsburg mechanic Emanuel Wetschgi, dated 
at the beginning of the 18th Century, offering a similar Geschwindstück.  
 


 
[p204] 


Figs 109 Breech of a quick-firing gun with a wheel lock, Collection of Burg Forchtenstein; 
Fig 110 quick-firing gun of k. k. Kriegsrath Zeugslieutenant M. von Eisenstein, Austrian 
Artillery Arsenal; 
Fig 110 detail of drop breech block; 
Fig 111 quick-firing gun of k. k. Master Fitter G. Peierl, Vienna 1750. Austrian Artillery Arsenal.  
Fig 111 (detail) of rotating breech block. 


 


In 1750, the Imperial Zeugschlossermeister (Master Artificer) Georg Johann Peyrl also invented a quick-firing, 
breech-loading gun and another such weapon was produced at the same time by the Imperial Zeug-
Lieutenant M von Eisenstein. Both weapons were 1-pdrs (52mm calibre) and cast in bronze. Both weapons 
had ratchet-actioned sights. Illustrations are to be found on p204. On 28 September 1860, both these 
weapons – among other breech-loaders - were test-fired; both tended to jam and to fill up with powder 
debris.  
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Page 257. Caption to Fig 114. Attack on a fortress in the Italian manner, pre-Vauban. 


I and II (bottom of picture) elevated breaching batteries.  
III, IV, V, VI, VII, IX: general batteries, operating in pairs or threes.  
VIII and X (up against the extreme ends of the glacis) battery to counter enemy flanking  
fire into the trenches. a, a: redoubts at the ends of the contravallation. 


 
[p266] In the second half of the 17th Century, the teachings of French captain of engineers and later 
Marshal Sebastian le Prestre, Seigneur de Vauban (1633–1707) began to influence Austria’s thinking on the 
topics of fortress construction and their reduction by use of artillery bombardment. In the latter 
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subject, he taught the use of the ricochet shot and the more controversial bricole or off-the-cushion 
shot. This technique was used to engage a target hidden behind a substantial wall. The gunner used a 
high-trajectory shot, to throw the projectile against a wall behind the intended target. The angle at 
which the shot struck, was supposed to be such, that the projectile would bounce forward and down, 
onto the target. It was a very inexact science.  
 
He also taught that the besieging artillery should be organized into batteries specializing in the tasks of 
ricochet fire, dismounting fire, ‘skarpir fire [flanking fire DGS], breaching work, counter-battery fire. 
He also recommended the formation of mortar batteries. Vauban’s doctrine was taught (with minor 
modifications) as being the standard assaulting method to be used against fortresses.  
 


Vauban’s Normal Method of attacking a fortress.  
After securing themselves against sallies and circumvallation, the besieging force should open – usually 
by surprise and in one night – parallels against two faces of the fortress and communication trenches. 
The ends of these trenches were to be protected by redoubts.  
In these first parallels ricochet and mortar batteries were set up, which were effective at a range from 
500 – 600 m.  
 


 
Key to Diagram on page 267. Plan of Vauban’s Attack on a Fortress. 


BL – light mortar batteries. 
BS – heavy mortar batteries. 
D – dismounting battery. 
F – field gun emplacement. 
HR – howitzer ricochet batteries. 
KR – gun ricochet batteries. 
R – redoubts. 
S – stone mortar batteries. 
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At half distance from the invested fortress (200 - 300m) the ‘second parallel would be dug, with the 
third being dug at the foot of the glacis. This latter would be armed with dismounting, ricochet and 
mortar batteries. Connecting the three parallels would be communication trenches, which were cut in a 
zig-zag pattern. In most cases, half parallels would be dug between the second and third parallels, in 
which light and heavy mortars were installed. Similar half parallels were constructed (not dug) in the 
third parallel, armed with mortars, so that they oversaw the covered way, but were out of the range of 
hand grenades. These were called Laufgrabencavaliere (communication trench cavaliers) and they were 
designed to drive the defenders out of the covered way.  
 
Once this had been done, the Crown of the Glacis would be built. This was a well-built trench, well up 
against the glacis and would contain the breaching and counter-battery batteries, as well as weapons to 
fight down the defenders guns enfilading the trenches. This system would first be used to reduce the 
outworks of a fortress. Simultaneously, tunnels would be dug, to enable the attackers to enter the 
covered way and concealed storming gates, for the storming parties would be built.  
 
Once the outworks had been taken, the attackers advanced against the main fortress and repeated the 
process.  
 
If the defenders had a system of defensive mines, each offensive surface operation would have to be 
protected by the appropriate counter-mining operation. Such mining operations were also covered in 
Vauban’s system. The Austrian engineers welcomed Vauban’s system and used it on many occasions, 
with minor variations, against the Turks.  
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Issue 3 (05) 
Dolleczek (1887) on Fürst Liechtenstein’s 


New Artillery System.  
 


Translated by Digby Smith,  
 
[p290]  


Fürst Joseph Wenzel von Liechtenstein was born in Prague on 10 August, 1696; his father, 
Philip Erasmus, had been killed in 1704 as an Imperial field marshal. His mother, Fürstin 
Christine Theresia von Löwenstein-Wertheim, had him educated in the Carolinium in Prague and at 
the age of 19, he joined the Wehlen Dragoons there. In 1717 he took part in the campaign 
against the Turks and in 1725 he became colonel-in-chief of a regiment of dragoons (Nr 6 
DGS). In 1734 he fought in the campaign on the Rhine then became emissary in Berlin. 
Following the Peace of Vienna, he became ambassador in Paris, which service earned him the 
Knight’s Cross of the Order of the Golden Fleece in 1740.  
 
He fought in the Silesian wars and was almost cut down in a melee at Czaslau, on 17 May 1742. 
The Prussians had used 82 cannon in this action and Liechtenstein recognized that their artillery 
was superior to that of the Austrians.  


 
In order to improve the Austrian artillery, he drew up a memorandum, together with gunnery 
experts, which he presented to the Empress; she approved all his suggestions and in 1744 
appointed him General Director of the entire artillery forces of the crown. He worked tirelessly 
in this office and laid the foundations of all future improvements in the Austrian artillery. His 
services were all the greater, as when state funding ran low, he invested his own money to 
finance the work.  
 
In the campaign of 1746, he commanded in Italy and won the battle of Piacenza (16 June) 
against the Franco-Spanish army. Two years later, he inherited the family fortune and used 
much of it to finance his artillery research work. In 1751 he became ambassador in Brussels, in 
1760 governor general of Parma. He then withdrew into a circle of scholars and artists and 
died on 10 February 1772, aged 76.   


 
It is notable that Liechtenstein called upon several foreigners to help improve Austria’s artillery, just as 
Peter the Great of Russia had earlier used Austrian officers (Oberst Grag, Oberstlieutnant Duprez and Major 
Maresch) to bring the Russian artillery up to date.  
 


These foreigners included the Saxon Rouvroy (the Fire Devil), the Dane Alvson, the Prussian 
Schröder and the famous Gribeauval, from French service. These men worked together with 
certain Austrian gunners of equal talents, such as the two Feuerstein brothers and the Generals 
Feldern and Fischer.  
 
Liechtenstein made a special catch with the Swiss carpenter, Jacquet, who, despite having no 
technical training, had a knack, bordering upon genius, when it came to devising solutions to 
mechanical problems. This man improved all the machines in the artillery foundry in 
Ebergassing and introduced several new ones. Some quote him as being the inventor of the 
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horizontal gun barrel boring machine, while others attribute this to the Geneva blacksmith, 
Maritz.  


 
One of Liechtenstein’s main aims was to improve the training of the artillery; to this end he instituted an 
annual training camp at Moldauthein, near Budweiss, during which all aspects of firing drill, target 
practice, mortars, earthworks, laboratory processes and experiments were thoroughly practiced. For this 
exercise, he donated 50,000 Guilders each year from his own funds.  
 
The efforts of the two Feuerstein brothers also deserve mention. Their grandfather and father had served 
in the artillery, the latter distinguished himself at Vienna in 1683 and at the siege of Landau in 1704, 
where he saved the life of Archduke Joseph (later Kaiser Joseph I) at the cost of his own life. Feuerstein had 
four sons; one died as a child, one attained the rank of Stückjunker and the other two, Andreas Leopold 
and Anton Ferdinand, rose to be generals.  
 


Andreas Feuerstein was born on 15 November 1697, entered the artillery as a common 
Büchsenmeister, distinguished himself at Belgrade and was appointed Stückjunker. In 1731 he was 
promoted to Stückhauptmann and, after several campaigns from 1734 – 1757, to Oberst. In the 
battle of Prague (6 May 1757) he used his artillery to such good effect, that he was promoted to 
major general. Following the battle of Kolin (18 June 1757) and the defeat of the Prussians, he 
was again promoted, this time to Feldmarschallleutnant [FML]. He died, in retirement, with this 
rank on 4 March 1774.  
 
Anton Graf Feuerstein, born on 15 December 1691 in Prague, entered the Büchsenmeister 
company in that city at the age of sixteen and won rapid promotion, skipping some ranks, so 
that at the age of 31, he was Oberstückhauptmann in the artillery. As such, he toured the 
fortresses of the realm and the artilleristic chaos that he discovered on this journey, awakened 
in him the idea of launching a basic overhaul of the entire system. In the many minor 
campaigns from 1738–1753, in which von Feuerstein had fourteen opportunities to distinguish 
himself as an artillery commander, and in that latter year, he had reached the rank of 
Feldzeugmeister. For his technical expertise in the revision of the construction of Austrian field 
guns, he was awarded the title Feuersteinberg and was elevated into the ancient nobility of the 
Kingdom of Bohemia. In the diploma confirming this elevation of 19 January 1757, it stated: 
by virtue of his tireless efforts, he has raised the efficiency of the entire field artillery corps to a 
new level, to our great satisfaction. 


 


Independent Arm 
Another major feature of this era is the conversion of the artillery to a completely military organization, 
initially attached to the infantry, but as an independent arm in the Napoleonic wars.  
 
With their long trains of vehicles and their closely-guarded technical secrets, the gunners were now 
soldiers and were forced to develop their tactical awareness. As the reputation of the artillery grew, so 
did their significance and their employment on the battlefield forced all nations to increase their 
numbers.  
 
At the beginning of this period, there were 800 gunners (Büchsenmeister) in Austria and this number 
remained static until 1746. There now began a rapid expansion; in 1749 there were 1,000, in 1755 over 
2,000, in 1769 it was almost 5,000 and in 1772, at the time of Liechtenstein’s death, there were almost 
8,000 Büchsenmeister in the Austrian army. By 1781 it had risen to 10,500, in 1805 it was 16,000 and in 
1846, despite the many years of peace, there were 27,500 gunners. Thus, in one hundred years, the 
number of gunners had increased by more than 30 times.  
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Artillery Equipment 


Gun Barrels.  
[p292] All efforts during this period were aimed at making gun barrels lighter and thus the guns more 
manoeuvrable. By reducing the walls of the barrels, shortening them and removing all useless 
ornamentation, the weights of some of them were reduced by half.  
 
The sureness (accuracy) of the shot demanded the reduction of the windage in the barrel, which after 
the first systematic scheme of 1753, varied according to the calibre of the gun. So, in the case of 
cannon, it was in the ratio of 9:8 (iron calibre) and for a howitzer it was 8:7 (stone). For a mortar it was 
23:20 (stone). In the light of the improvement of casting techniques and in the production of iron shot, 
so the windage could be reduced and it was now expressed no longer as a ratio, but in absolute terms. 
The new pattern guns of 1811, 1820 and 1838 had windage of 2 (4.4 mm), which later were reduced to 
1 – 1 ½ (2.2 – 3.2mm).  
 
There was no effective alteration to the external appearances of the barrel. The Verstäbung (lettering 
DGS) was abandoned on some guns in 1832 (Tschaikisten and fortress guns), the others lost it in 1854. 
Only the two aiming bands remained until 1859, when the forward band was replaced with a roll-
shaped casting with a knob.  
 
More important was the introduction of the Angussscheiben (washers? DGS), which prevented the 
carriage from shaking, and their later extension, which permitted the introduction of parallel trails 
instead of the old, divergent style.  
 
In order to obviate the negative effects of the burning out of the touch holes, as far back as the 17th 
Century, separate touch holes of steel or copper had been introduced, but these do not seem to have 
been used too frequently, as in the early 1800s, the threading of the bronze cannon was ordered as was, 
in 1834, that of the iron barrels.  
 
The copper touchhole cores were inserted by a screwing machine and in 1838 Austrian Lieutenant 
Thies invented a machine for the replacement of touchhole cores. When Feuerstein introduced the 
lightened field guns in 1753, the nomenclature of artillery pieces was changed. The old and new 
designations may be seen below.  
 
OLD NAMES  NEW NAMES   
Regimentsstück 3-pdr field gun  
Falkaune  6-pdr field gun  
Quartierschlange  12-pdr field gun  
Viertel-Karthaune 12-pdr battery gun  
Nothschlange  18-pdr battery gun  
Halbe Karthaune 24-pdr battery gun  
 
This system remained in use until the end of the 18th Century, when the designation cannon was 
introduced. The old name of Pöller was replaced by mortar.  
 
 


Alteration in the Construction of Gun Barrels.  
As far as can be established from the files in the archives, these changes were introduced in the 
following chronological order.  
 
In 1744 When Liechtenstein assumed office in May 1744, he withdrew all the hanging mortars  and the 
1-, 2-, 36- and 48-pdr Falkonets, double Nothschlangen and full Karthaunen and a large number of mortars, 
that were no longer being produced. He only retained those mortars which had a cascable on the base 
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end. This was followed by the withdrawal of those odd 3- and 6-pdr iron field guns, of 16 calibre 
internal barrel length, the 10- and 60-pdr mortars and the 3-pdr field guns with 13 ½ calibre barrels.  
 
In 1752 the new guns, 3-, 6-, 12-pdr cannon, 7- and 10-pdr howitzers and the 12-, 18- and 24-pdr 
battery guns, designed by General Feuerstein were introduced. The battery guns were in two classes, 
long- and short-barrelled. There were also the 10-, 30-, 60- and 100-pdr mortars and the 100-pdr stone 
mortar. All these were of bronze, but there were also older bronze and iron guns still in service.  
 
In 1764 the 12-, 18- and 24-pdr medium battery guns were introduced; they had rounded ends to the 
bore and were fitted with an 8.7mm (4 Lines) angled touchhole.  
 
Until 1759 the long battery guns bore the crests and eagle as in former times; from 1768 and 1769 only 
the eagle and other decoration was strictly limited to those barrels cast on special occasions. On 


Liechtenstein’s mortars, the 
top ring was in the form of a 
roll, cast as a thread.  
 
From 1771 the so-called 
Versuchs-Comité (Experimental 
Committee) held regular 
sittings; in 1774 they altered 
the shape of the cascabel into 
an orb, flattened at the poles 
and the trunnions were 
decorated with Pratzen, which 
sat on a central band.  
 
[p295] 


Gun Barrel Plate. 


Fig 116 24-pdr battery gun 
1756; 


Fig 117 12-pdr defensive gun 
1838; 


Fig 118 7-pdr, short field 
howitzer, 1842; 


Fig 119 1-pdr Tschaik (boat 
DGS) gun 1832; 


Fig 120 3-pdr field gun 1750; 


Fig 121 7-pdr long field 
howitzer 1842; 


Fig 122 12-pdr light field gun 
(experimental) 1856; 


Fig 123 48-pdr coastal gun 
1859. 
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[p298] 
Fig 124 100-pdr bomb 
mortar 1757; 


Fig 125 30-pdr bomb 
mortar 1802; 


Fig 126 30-pdr bomb 
mortar 1859; 


Fig 127 10-pdr bomb 
mortar 1830; 


Fig 128 60-pdr bomb 
and stone mortar 1838; 


Fig 129 7-pdr shell 
mortar 1859. 


 


 


[p135] 
Fig 133 proposed oakum charge 
case ; 


Fig 134 12-pdr ball cartridge 1828; 


Fig 135 12-pdr shell cartridge 1848; 


Fig 136 old-style powder cartridge 
for the 30-pdr gun-howitzer 1836; 


Fig 137 cartridge for the 12-pdr 
mountain howitzer 1844; 


Fig 138 6-pdr drill cartridge 1857. 
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Liechtenstein’s guns.  
[p321] In the Silesian wars, Austrian field pieces were still of the old designs, awkward, lumbering 
monsters out of the XVII Century. The guns of other nations, Prussia and France, had been extensively 
modernized and now had much better agility and rate of fire. In the battle of Czaslau (Chotusitz) in 
1742, at which Prince Liechtenstein was present, the Prussian regimental artillery played a decisive role in 
their victory. Liechtenstein determined to modernize – and militarise - the Austrian artillery.  
 
The first change came with the lightening of gun barrels and carriages. Those Austrian troops which 
took part in the campaign on the Rhine against France were equipped with 122 light guns.  
 
In 1780 the short and medium battery guns were withdrawn and two classes of the 12-, 18- and 24-pdr 
iron siege gun barrels were introduced, which had been solid-cast and then bored out. New 1-, and 3-
pdr gun barrels were brought in.  
 
In 1783 18-pdr field guns were introduced, at the suggestion of FM Lascy.  
 
In December 1785 most iron Cöhorn mortars were sanctioned, which had a longer range than the 
older models. In 1786 new 8- and 16-pdr petards were introduced. From 1780 – 1812 there were 
experiments with new, iron fortress guns. In 1796 new 30- and 60-pdr hanging mortars, with conical 
chambers, were used at Mannheim. Following the Napoleonic wars, development concentrated on 
reducing the windage and minor constructional improvements.  
 
In the years from 1745 to 1750, Feldzeugmeister and Commander of the Artillery, Anton Feuerstein von 
Feuersteinberg, had developed his own system of light field guns. After exhaustive testing, they were 
introduced to the artillery in 1753. They included 3-, 6- and 12-pdr field cannon and 7-pdr field 
howitzers, all of which had been designed and built according to a common scheme.  
 
These guns – and the whole system – were soon admired by the Prussians; they were even more mobile 
than their own and they increased the number of guns with the army considerably.  
 
In 1748 the old aiming wedges were replaced with the Richtmaschine, or aiming machine; the cavalry 
pieces had their own aiming devices, first in the form of a ratchet rod, but this was replaced in 1826 
with a screw-driven mechanism, invented by the Fitter Wetzl.  
 
In 1756, the first year of the Seven Years War, the Austrian army took the field with 202 guns; next 
year, it had 362 and in 1759 it had 476 field guns and six 24-pdr siege guns. In the last year of the war, 
they used 540 field guns, of which about 80% were 3-pdrs. As the numerical strength of the army 
increased as well, a gun-to-man ratio of 4.4 field guns per thousand men was maintained.  
 
In 1759, Frederick the Great of Prussia had introduced the first horse artillery battery, which were 
decisive in winning the action at Pretsch on 29 October of that year. [11] 
 
By 1778, the quantity of heavy guns had increased. The three armies in the field (those of the Kaiser, 
Loudon and the so-called Army of Moravia) had 386,000 men, 59,600 horses and over 768 field guns, of 
which only 331 were 3-pdrs. There were 4.1 guns per thousand men. For the first time, the cavalry guns 
took the field in this campaign; there were 24x 6-pdr cannon and 8x 7-pdr howitzers. Each piece had a 
four-horse team, to attain a high degree of mobility. These were the brain children of General-
Feldzeugmeister Rouvroy. The crews rode on a cushioned seat on the gun trails (the Wurst), the gun 
commander was mounted and the first line ammunition supply was carried by (two DGS) pack horses.  
 


                                                       
11 Based on the guns which the Russians attached to their dragoon regiments DGS. 
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The planned establishment of the field army to be mobilized in 1782 foresaw 351,600 men and 60,000 
horses. The total artillery park contained 1,016 pieces, of which only 209 were 3-pdrs and of these, 160 
were in the light reserve. There were 2.8 guns per thousand men.  
 
It has been mentioned that 24-pdr field guns accompanied the army on campaign during the Seven 
Years War; in 1783, these were replaced by a modernized 18-pdr field, or position gun. They were used 
successfully in the siege of Berbir in the war against the Turks, 1788 – 1789. For this war, the army had 
542x 3-pdrs, 180x 6-pdrs, 58x 12-pdrs and 8x 18-pdr cannon, as well as 78x 7-pdr and 8x 10-pdr 
howitzers. There were also sixteen 3 (sic DGS)-pdr cavalry guns and 8x 7-pdr cavalry howitzers. There 
was also a siege artillery train of 40x 24-pdrs, 48x 18-pdrs, 40x 12-pdr cannon, 32x 10-pdr howitzers 
and the following mortars: 4x 100-pdrs, 24x 60-pdrs, 26x 30-pdrs, 6x 10-pdrs and the following stone 
mortars: 20x 10-pdrs and 12x 60-pdrs.  
 
Apart from these guns, there was the armament of the Danube flotilla. This consisted of 31 Tschaiken 
(half-galleys DGS), armed with 1- and 3-pdr guns), several gunboats and a 42-gun frigate; a total of 240 
guns.  
 
In 1774 the old Laffetentrüherl (gun carriage ammunition chest) was replaced on the foot artillery gun 
carriages by the Protzen-Munitionskästen or Protzkästen (limber ammunition chest), designed by Oberst 
Maurer of the artillery.  
 
Gun carriage wheels were 51 Zoll (Austrian inches DGS) in diameter, those of the limbers were 46 Zoll 
across.  
 
The iron attachments on the front of the gun carriages, into which the trail spikes were inserted, were 
removed in 1809. The other heavy iron fittings were only gradually reduced in size, as the original 
designers had been very conservative about their safety coefficients.  
 
Each Liechtenstein 3-pdr and howitzer had one two-horse ammunition wagon (four horses if the piece 
was to accompany cavalry) and for each pair of 6- or 12-pdrs, there were three such wagons. As of 
1759, the latter wagons had 4-horse teams.  
 
The tools needed to serve the guns (mop, rammer, trail spikes, muzzle plug, touch hole cap) were 
carried on the gun. The smaller items (picker, sight, quadrant, and the piercer with hammer, introduced 
in 1787) were carried by the crew.  
 
Apart from these items, there was a 7m tow rope (increased to 7.5 m in 1822), drag ropes with slings 
and advancing poles for the crew, powder ladle and bore-cleaner; the latter of which were no longer 
used on field guns since 1746. For unloading the gun there were the puller and the emergency screw 
and the Vogelzunge (bird’s tongue), which was used to free balls, which were jammed in the barrel.  
 
The Artillery Regulations of 1757 defined the normal gun crew as consisting of six Büchsenmeister, Nr 3 
of whom was the gun commander (Vormeister).   
 
He aimed the gun and inserted the fuze. Nr 1 inserted the round, Nr 2 rammed the round home and 
mopped out, Nr 4 fired the piece, Nr 5 helped Nr 3 aim the gun and Nr 6 controlled the issuing of 
ammunition.  
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[p326].  


Gunners tools:  


Fig 175 Emergency screw and 
extractor;  


Fig 176 Bird’s tongue (for 
extracting jammed cannon 
balls);  


Fig 177 mop;  


Fig 178 rammer for smoothbore 
barrels;  


Fig 179 hull-rammer for the M 
1863 gun;  


Fig 180 touch hole punch;  


Fig 181 hammer for touch hole 
punch.  


Fig 182 picker.  


 
 
 
 
 
 


Apart from this crew, there were the Handlanger (assistants), of whom, according to the size of the 
piece, there would be from four to twelve. These men were responsible for the unlimbering and 
limbering of the piece and its movement on the battlefield, by use of the aforementioned tools. In 
order to ease the work of these men, Generalmajor von Rouvroy invented the 7 m long tow rope, to which 
one of the team horses would be attached, to help pull the gun.  
 


 


Ammunition Loadings (1753 – 1854) 
 


Table 3: Austrian 1753 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 
Calibre and type of gun. Ball or shell Grape Canister Total Rounds 
FIELD GUNS   
3-pdr field gun 120 48 12 168 
6-pdr field gun 144 36 6 180 
12-pdr field gun 90 20 4 110 
HOWITZERS   
7-pdr short howitzer 100 - 20[12] 120 


 
  


                                                       
12 and 3 illumination flares 
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Table 4: Austrian 1788 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 
Calibre and type of gun. Ball or shell Grape Canister Total Rounds 
FIELD GUNS   
3-pdr field gun 132 36 8 168 
6-pdr field gun 160 34 - 194 
12-pdr field gun 70 42 - 112 
18-pdr field gun 56 8 64 
HOWITZERS   
7-pdr short howitzer 80 - 12[13] 95 
10-pdr howitzer 54 - 6[14] 64 
CAVALRY GUNS   
6-pdr cavalry gun 124 26 - 150 
7-pdr cavalry howitzer 62 - 15[15] 80 


 
Table 5: Austrian 1838 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 


Calibre and type of gun. Ball or shell Grape Canister Total Rounds 
FIELD GUNS   
3-pdr field gun 125 36 8 161 
6-pdr field gun 160 34 3 194 [197] 
12-pdr field gun 70 30 2 100 [102] 
18-pdr field gun 56 8 64 
HOWITZERS   
7-pdr short howitzer 80 - 16 96 
10-pdr howitzer 54 - 6 60 
CAVALRY GUNS   
6-pdr cavalry gun 120 26 4 146 [150] 
7-pdr cavalry howitzer 62 - 15 77 


 
Table 6: Austrian 1854 Ammunition Loadings. [Dolleczek (1887) 329] 


Calibre and type of gun. Ball Grape Shells & 
shrapnel


Shells with 
Shrapnel


Canister Total 
Rounds


FIELD GUNS    
6-pdr field gun 156 24 2 180 [182]
12-pdr field gun 62 14 24 2 100 [102]
18-pdr field gun 32 8 16 - 56 
HOWITZERS    
7-pdr short howitzer - - 50 24 13[16] 74 
7-pdr long howitzer  50 24 12[17] 78 
CAVALRY GUNS    
6-pdr cavalry gun 50 14 4 64 [68]
7-pdr cavalry howitzer - - 18 6 15[18] 77 
 
  


                                                       
13 and 3 illumination flares 
14 and 3 illumination flares 
15 and 3 illumination flares 
16 and 2 illumination flares 
17 and 4 illumination flares 
18 and 2 illumination flares 
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In the 1793 campaign, 139 (1,390? DGS) guns were mobilized and in 1803 it was 1,800.  
 
The Austrian army in Bohemia in 1813 totalled 138,400 men and 394 guns at 2,9 guns per thousand 
men. They were organized into 58 batteries of which only four were 3-pdr batteries and two were 18-
pdrs. The latter were used at the bombardment of Erfurt, which was their only action; they were then 
kept in the depot at Montbeillard.  


Mountain Guns 
[p331] It seems unlikely that there were any special mountain artillery guns in the early years. Instead of 
this, the lightest artillery pieces were used; the 1-pdr cannon and the 2½-pdr howitzer.  
 
In 1793 the 4-pdr Piedmontese mountain gun was introduced as an experiment and four of these were 
used together with two Cöhorn mortars, in a mountain battery. This remained in use until 1800. It 
seems that 1- and 3-pdr mountain guns may also have been used.   


Rockets 
On 7 March 1808, the General Director of Artillery ordered Oberfeuerwerksmeister Mager to produce 24.5 
cm (2 Zoll) rockets, with iron-covered bodies. These were later test-fired on the range on the 
Simmeringer Heide and for several decades, Austria became the leading nation in the development of 
rocketry. The Austrian rocket company and their weapons were used in 1815 against the bridgehead of 
Hüningen, on the upper Rhine.   
 


Artillery Organization up to 1772.  
[p356] All artillery organizations of the realm were commanded by the General Director of the 
Artillery. From 1744 to 1772 this was Josef Wenzel Fürst zu Liechtenstein.  
 
The artillery was divided into the Haus-Atillerie [House Artillery] and the Field Artillery.  


The Haus [House] Artillery  
This consisted of the recruited guild Büchsenmeister and artificers, who were charged with the 
maintenance and security of all artillery items in the various arsenals and fortresses throughout the 
realm.  
 
Apart from these people, the House Artillery took in all invalid gunners; eventually, the latter became 
the sole source of recruits.  
 
The organization was divided into geographical districts, each commanded by a field artillery officer 
who was no longer capable of doing service in the field, or by such Büchsenmeister, who had gained 
promotion to that rank. If two officers of the same rank, one each from these categories, were present, 
command always went to the field artillery officer.  


The Field Artillery.  
This consisted of:  


 The Artillery Staff.  
 The Field Artillery Corps.  
 The Feldzeugamt (Ordnance Department).  
 The Rosspartei (Horse Party).  


 
The Artillery Staff.  
This was the command element of the field artillery.  


 The Oberfeuerwerksmeister (Master Gunner) commanded all technical training and laboratory 
procedures in the corps. Together with the professor of mathematics, he conducted all 
experiments.  
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 The Oberpetardirer (Senior Petardist) oversaw all matters relating to the construction and use of 
petards, but as these became fewer, he also assumed other management functions.  


 The Oberadjutant carried out the same functions as the adjutant of a regiment, but only in the 
tactical sense; he was the assistant to the commander. He also controlled all security duties.  


 The Wachtmeister-Lieutenant managed all the detailed aspects of guard rosters, ration re-supply 
and clerical duties. He was assisted by a Stabsoffizier-Adjutant.  


 The duties of the Chaplain, Field Auditor, Provost, Paymaster etc are self explanatory.  
 
The Field Artillery Corps.  
This organization consisted of the Mining Companies, the Büchsenmeister Companies and the Artillery 
Fusilier Regiment.  
 
The Mining Companies.  
These were responsible for mining operations in the attacking and defence of fortresses. They took the 
field as part of the artillery reserve and were responsible for the preparation of demolition charges and 
the storage and issuing of ammunition. In 1748 there were two such companies, which had increased to 
four in 1763 and formed a brigade. The staff of this brigade consisted of eight men: a lieutenant-
colonel, a staff lieutenant-colonel, an adjutant, a senior surgeon, three junior surgeons and a drum 
major. Each company had 119 men: a captain, a senior lieutenant, two mining lieutenants, two 
sergeants, a master miner, a quartermaster, eight leading miners, a junior quartermaster, a drummer, a 
fifer, twelve master miners, 20 senior miners and 68 miners.  
 
In 1772 the miners were taken out of the artillery and formed their own corps, with their own uniform.  
 
The Büchsenmeister Companies  
Formed the real field artillery; they provided the crews of the field guns and of the fortress guns. When 
Liechtenstein took over the artillery, there were about 800 Büchsenmeister; he soon had raised 33 
companies, most of which were in the field during the Seven Years War; only a few companies were 
left in those fortresses away from the area of operations.  
 
In 1755 the field artillery corps was divided into three brigades, each of eight companies. From 1763 
this was raised to ten companies each. Each brigade had a staff of four officers: a general or colonel as 
commander, a lieutenant-colonel and two staff lieutenant-colonels. None of these officers was allowed 
to be a company commander, in contrast to the custom in the infantry and the cavalry. These officers 
carried out weekly inspections.  
 
Each company had a captain as commander, a Stückjunker (lieutenant) as his deputy and two 
Altfeuerwerker. These latter supervised the technical work in the laboratories and the duties in the siege 
batteries. The duty Altfeuerwerker led the men onto the parade ground; the other officers then joined 
them. The men drilled on the guns twice a week and with small arms twice a week. Technical training 
took place in the winter, the Ober-Feuerwerksmeister (master gunner from the artillery staff) giving the 
tuition. Those Büchsenmeister who failed the annual exams through their own negligence, had to pay 
the Ober-Feuerwerksmeister 5 florins Lehrgeld (tuition fees).  
 
The NCOs and men of each company consisted of four junior Feuerwerker, who acted as sergeants, six 
or more corporals and from 60 to 72 men.  
 
The Artillery Fusilier Regiment.  
In the winter of 1757 – 1758 this regiment was raised, with the aim of providing escorts for the guns 
and to act as assistants in moving the pieces in the field. It had three battalions, each of eight 
companies, each of 116 men. The internal organization was as for infantry regiments. Even so, there 
were too few men for the tasks in the field and infantrymen still had to be detached to the guns, to 
make up the numbers needed. After the Peace of Hubertusberg, this regiment was reduced to one 
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battalion of six companies and in 1772 it was disbanded, the men going into the newly-raised three 
artillery regiments.  


The Feldzeugamt (Ordnance Department).  
This department was responsible for the administration of the mobile artillery materiel and for the 
production and procurement of the items within the range. It was responsible for all field guns and for 
the provision of siege artillery parks if required. A few drill guns were deployed to the field artillery 
companies. Department head was usually a staff lieutenant-colonel. The financial side of life was very 
complex and was handled by the Oberkriegscommissario. There was no permanent establishment; the 
numbers of officials required was dictated by the numbers of guns in use.  


The Rosspartei (Horse Party).  
The regulations of 1757 organized the Horse Party into troops of 100 horses, 50 grooms, two farriers, 
two saddlers and a junior wagonmaster, who commanded the troop. The health of the horses was the 
responsibility of several vets, who also had to instruct and supervise the farriers. All members of the 
Horse Party were mounted.  
 
Forage was provided by the Proviantmeister, saddlery and all horse-related articles by the Zeugamt. The 
Geschirrschreiber (clerks) were divided into three teams; one accounted for Horse Register and finances, 
the second looked after the accounts for the rations and forage and the third for materials and other 
items.  
 
Acquisition of horses took place in the presence of the Kriegscommissario; those horses found to be 
acceptable were at once branded with the imperial mark. It often happened in the field that the 
Rosspartei would be used for gathering forage; in these cases, the officers grooms would also take part.  
 
At the outbreak of the Seven Years War, the Austrian army needed 1,868 horses (excluding the cavalry 
regiments DGS), of which 96 were rented and were used to pull 26 rented wagons. In 1757 there were 
no rented horses or vehicles. The horse strength of the army had risen to 3,663. These were managed 
by 37 Wagenmeister, 74 saddlers and 1,944 grooms. Replacements averaged 10% p.a. In the three last 
years of the war, the field army had 548 guns and 1,147 wagons. The Rosspartei grew to over 60 troops, 
with 5,257 horses, 106 saddlers and 2,912 grooms. Among these wagons were 166 peasants four-horse 
vehicles; for the duration of the war, 664 horses, with their own drivers, were taken on.  
 
At the end of the war, the Rosspartei was – as usual – reduced to a peace-time cadre. In 1772 the 
organization and management of horse teams was taken from the field artillery and the Fuhrwesens-Corps 
(Corps of Drivers) was founded.  


Army Recruitment.  
At this time, the army replenished itself by recruiting; as there were many exemptions from military 
service liability (the nobility, townsfolk, land owners) this burden fell upon the poor (and uneducated 
DGS).  
 
Each community was told how many recruits were required and each then swept their parishes to fill 
that quota, as far as possible, with the worst drunkards, convicts, tramps and layabouts as they could, as 
long as these could pass the physical acceptance tests.   
 
The rest of the men required were hunted by recruiting parties; these, headed by a sharp old NCO and 
accompanied by bandsmen and armed with some money, roamed the area, enticing naïve young yokels 
to join up. If the recruiter could persuade the target to swear allegiance to the flag, the man was now a 
soldier.  
 
Service was for life. Even if sometimes sent on extended leave in time of peace, the soldier had to be 
ready to return to barracks whenever war threatened or annual exercises were to be held. It was normal 
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for whole regiments to be sold to foreigners and it was expected that if a regiment was captured, the 
men would swear allegiance to their captor’s sovereign.  
 
The majority of the other ranks of a regiment were thus a polyglot lot, without a home, or a sense of 
honour, held in check only by rigid discipline.  
 
Things were somewhat better in the artillery; the usual recruiting practices did not apply, volunteers 
came forward from a better class of people; citizens, craftsmen and many failed students. As artillery 
officers all came from the other ranks of the corps, it was possible for gunners to make real careers in 
that arm. The main source of recruits for the artillery was the soldiers who transferred across from the 
infantry and the cavalry.  
 
To be accepted into the artillery, a candidate had to be at least 171cm tall, strongly built, single, 
reasonably young, be literate in German and – if possible – a subject of the empire. Foreign deserters 
were not accepted.  
 
If  Büchsenmeister or corporal were to be promoted or discharged, it was the custom that he repaid his 
engagement bonus, so that a replacement might be recruited.  
 
Gunners who committed crimes, or were technically incompetent, could be transferred into an infantry 
regiment as a punishment.  


Rations and Forage.  
[p365] A private soldier’s daily ration entitlement was 1,1kg of bread, 0.56kg of meat, 1.4l of beer or 
0.7l of wine. A horse’s daily forage allowance was 3.3kg of oats, 4.5kg of hay and then the necessary 
bedding straw.   
 
Officers and senior NCO’s received multiples of these allowances according to rank. For example, a 
general of cavalry received 32 men’s rations and 50 horse’s rations; an artillery colonel received 18 and 
12 respectively.  
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Issue 3 (06) 
Dolleczek (1887) on the Reorganization of the  


Austrian Artillery in 1772.  
 


Translated by Digby Smith  
 
[p369] After Liechtenstein’s death, his successor was the capable Feldzeugmeister and General Director 
of the Artillery, Franz Ulrich Fürst Kinsky, who completely reorganized the artillery so well, that it 
retained this form until 1850. The salient points of this reorganization were:  


 The miners brigade and the Rosspartei were taken out of the artillery 
 The artillery fusilier battalions were disbanded.  
 Field artillery regiments were formed.  
 Regulations for rations, recruitment and dress were modernised.  


 
At the same time, the traditional artillery rank titles were altered to comply with those used in the 
German infantry, whose organization was also adopted. The old and new titles are shown below.  
 
OLD TITLE NEW TITLE  
Oberstückhauptmann Major   
Stückhauptmann Hauptmann 
Stückjunker Oberlieutenant 
Altfeuerwerker Unterlieutenant  
 
Other titles were retained (Oberst, Oberstlieutenant, Oberfeuerwerksmeister) or were abandoned (Oberpetardirer 
tec). The Jungfeuerwerker became bombardiers, the Büchsenmeister became gunners. The Zeugsschreiber 
and Zeugsdiener became Munitionäre.  
 
The Artillery Fusiliers were taken up by the field artillery regiments and this led to some anomalies in 
rank and pay (because the fusiliers were not technically qualified DGS). Ex-fusilier captains became 
Capitänlieutenants. It was the same with the Feldwebels and Unterkanoniere, who became Unterkononier-
Corporale. The old gunner corporals now bore the title: Kanonier-Corporal and they, like the Bombardiers, 
could be promoted to Feuerwerker and Oberfeuerwerker.  
 
The imperial decree of 16 May 1772 reorganized the artillery into field artillery and garrison artillery. 
The latter now included the ordnance department, the technical departments of gunpowder and ‘salniter’ 
(saltpeter workers DGS) production.  


The Field Artillery.  
Each new artillery regiment had 16 companies and each of them now had a colonel-in-chief, or Chef. 
The peace and war establishments were the same and each regiment consisted of a regimental staff and 
four battalions, each of four companies.  
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The regimental staff included  
the Chef, the colonel commanding, three majors or Oberstlieutenants, a chaplain, an auditor, a 
paymaster, a regimental surgeon, 4 battalion surgeons, 8 junior surgeons, a drum major, 8 
musicians and a provost.  


Each company had  
a captain or Capitänlieutenant as commander (10 of the former, 6 of the latter), 1 Oberlieutenant, 2 
Unterlieutenants, 3 Bombardiers, a Feldwebel (company clerk), a quartermaster and an assistant 
quartermaster, 6 Kanonier-Corporale, 2 Unterkonanier-Corporale, a fifer, a drummer, 96 Kanoniere 
and 16 Unterkanoniere.  
 


A regiment thus had 2,154 men.  


The Garrison Artillery.  
This was the old Haus [House] Artillery, which now included the Ordnance Department. Its aim was to 
manage all artillery establishments and materiel in the fortresses.   
It was divided into twelve districts, later others were added.  


1. Vienna. This included the Ober-Zeugamt Directorate, the Zeughaus (main Materiel Depot), the 
Feldzeugamt (much the same functions as before) the foundry in the Wieden suburb, the depots 
on the Turkenschanze in Weinhaus, the depot at Schwechat and Steinfelden, the boring plant 
in Ebergassing and various smaller depots. There were also the small-arms plants in Vienna 
and Steyr, the personnel of the arsenal and the powder manufacturing plants 


2. Graz, which administered the outposts of Ljubljana, Trieste, Görz, Gradisca, Rijeka and St 
Vieth.  


3. Bohemia; HQ in Prague, outposts in Königgrätz, Eger, Theresienstadt and Pless (Josefstdt).  
4. Moravia; HQ in Olmütz, outposts in Brünn, Freiwaldau and Teschen.  
5. Hungary; HQ in Ofen, outposts in Pressburg, Szolnok, Raab, Komorn, Szegedin, 


Grosswardein, Munkacz, Kaschau, Trenscin, Neusohl, Nagybanya and Ungarisch-Altenburg.  
6. The Banat; HQ in Temesvár, outposts in Arad and Aliborav.  
7. Slavonia; HQ in Peterwardein, outposts in Esseg, Brood, Szigeth and Gradisca on the River 


Save.  
8. Croatia; HQ in Carlstadt, outposts in Carlopago, Kopreinitza, Petrinia and Zengg.  
9. Siebenbürgen; HQ in Hermannstadt, outposts in Carlsburg, Klausenburg and Kronstadt.  
10. Tyrol; HQ in Innsbrück, outposts in Kufstein, Ehrenburg, Freiburg, Günzburg, Roveredo and 


Trient.  
11. Netherlands; HQ in Mecheln, outposts in Luxemburg, later also in Antwerp, Nieuport and 


Ostende.  
12. Italy; HQ in Mantua, outposts in Milan and Pizzighetone.  
1. In 1775 the following districts were added.   
13. Galicia; HQ in Lemberg, outposts in Brody, Stanislau and Zamosc.  
14. France; HQ in Valenciennes, outposts in Condé, Landre and Quesnoy. His district was 


abandoned in 1794.  
15. Venice, in 1798.  


Formation of the Bombardier Corps.  
On 1 November 1786, each artillery regiment detached all its bombardiers to form this body, which 
assumed responsibility for serving all the howitzers, mortars and siege guns and manned the 
ammunition laboratories. They also manned the Bombardier School.  


Artillery Fusilier Battalion 
In 1790, the Artillery Fusilier Battalion was re-raised at eight companies. They carried out the same 
assisting role as before. In 1802 it was increased to 16 companies.  
 
In 1805, this regiment provided men to form the newly-raised Artillery Handlanger (Assistants) 
Battalion. In 1809, by dint of transferring infantrymen into its ranks, it reached a strength of 40 
companies. It was disbanded again in 1815, the men going to form the 5th Field Artillery Regiment.  
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Fuhrwesen-Corps (Transport Corps) 
In 1772 the Fuhrwesen-Corps (Transport Corps) had been established outside the artillery, but both 
organizations maintained naturally close relationships, particularly with the Artillery Transport Division.  
 
The Transport Corps was organized into teams (Bespannungs-Divisionen) of 400 – 500 horses under a 
lieutenant-colonel or a major. From 1788 to 1790 there were also Oxen Transport Divisions for 
Hungary and Galicia.  
 
In 1782 the number of such divisions rose to 96, of which some 50 were dedicated to moving ovens, 
military chests and HQ staff companies. The other 46 were dedicated to moving the artillery, with their 
1,006 guns and 1,838 vehicles. They had a total of 15,370 horses, with another 200 in reserve.  
 
The Fuhrwesen-Compagnien, which existed in peace-time formed the basis of the artillery transport 
organization in war. At time of mobilization, they went to the (pre-determined DGS) artillery depots, 
where they increased their strength to war establishment. Each groom was expected to care for two 
horses and there were 20% more (horses) in reserve.  
 
Provision of horses was regulated by a conscription system, put in place in 1781. In accordance with 
this system, when the annual conscription of men took place, there was a simultaneous exercise carried 
out to classify the local population of horses.   


Every owner of a classified horse was expected to place his animals at the disposal of the military, 
promptly and for the agreed price (when required DGS). The prices were 80 florins for an artillery 
Stangenpferd (wheelers DGS) for use with the infantry bridging, pontoon and oven trains, 65 florins for 
all other Stangenpferde and for middle and lead horses and 50 florins for riding and pack horses. Even so, 
especially fine animals, with a height of over 15½ hands, might fetch a price of 90, 100 or even 120 
florins. The owners of classified horses were allowed to change their animals for others if they wished, 
but they had to inform the relevant political authorities.  


Uniform.  
In 1772 the artillery adopted the deer red tunic (a change from the grey that they had hitherto worn 
DGS) and waistcoat with poppy red facings and yellow buttons. It was of infantry cut and the buttons 
bore either the regimental number (1, 2 or 3), or G (Garrison Artillery) or Z (Zeugsamt). The 
bombardier corps (raised later) wore a B on their buttons. The trousers were of white leather, the 
gaiters were black. They wore a Corsican hat, which was edged in gold (except for privates, who wore 
yellow) and had a black feather plume. In 1774 the style of the Corsican hat was changed a little, to 
become more like that of the Sappers. The artillery had white belts and now exchanged their 
Hirschfänger (artillery swords DGS) for the light sabre, as carried by the infantry since 1765. The 
Unterkanonier and the Unterkanonier-Korporal wore the infantry cartridge pouch and carried a firearm. 
Kanoniere carried their tool kits on a narrow white bandolier.  
 
The Fuhrwesen wore the same uniform as the artillery, but with yellow facings and waistcoat.  
 
The old hairstyle, with curls over each ear, was abolished in 1776; the hair was now combed straight 
back, powdered and greased and worn in a short pigtail, which was held in a cloth bag, to protect the 
uniform. The pigtail was abandoned in 1805.  
 
In 1779 the Corsican hat fell into disfavour, but was reinstated in 1798; in the meantime, the tricorn 
was worn. In 1785 further economy measures were introduced. The golden waist sash remained 
regulation only for field officers and generals; junior officers wore silk waist sashes. The gunners lost 
the gold edging to their hats. In 1798 field officers lost the gold embroidery to their waistcoats; all 
officers now wore white waistcoats. The plume in the hat was now black over yellow.  
 
   





